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I┻ School Reports There are three types of reports submitted from identified schools┺ site council reports┸ programmatic changes┸ and transition effects┻  All schools submitted a report from their site councils and answered the following questions┺ なょ Discuss the possible drawbacks for students┸ school and community┸ にょ Indicate possible benefits for students┸ school and community┸ ぬょ If the Governing Board approves move┸ what conditions would be necessary in order to have a successful transition for students┸ school and community┸  and ねょ Other information to share or needed information that would be helpful┻  Rincon and University High also submitted a programmatic changes report┸ as requested in the governing board resolution┸ and UHS also submitted a report on transition effects┸ also as requested in the resolution┻  All of these reports are included in the section below┻  
A┻ Catalina 

な┻ Site Council Report 

Question の┺ Possible drawbacks for students┸ school and community┻ 

なょ Catalina students would struggle with the Loss of their School 

Community┻ There is an intangible essence of care┸ concern┸ respect┸ and feelings of  personal obligation and dedication that exists within the Catalina community┻ The administration┸ teachers┸ and support┽staff┸ work tirelessly to provide a safe and secure learning┸ social┸ and emotional environment for the ばばば students that call Catalina their school home┻ It would be faulty thinking to expect that this could be easily replicated at another school┻ There would be a significant disruption to our students educationally┸ socially┸ and emotionally┸ being faced with an unnecessary┸ unwise adjustment to an unfamiliar environment and staff┻  Students and families have been┸ unfortunately┸ exposed to false┸ inflammatory reports about this proposal┸ 



 

 

resulting in the heightened concern about the future of their students╆ education┻  Student fears and preoccupation with this concern is already having a negative impact upon their attention┸ focus┸ and academic achievement┻ To this point┸ a student recently wrote┸ ╉We are Catalina┸ and if Catalina disappears┸ we become second┽class citizens┻╊ 
にょ Catalina students would struggle to cope with additional 

instability┻  Many of our students have already experienced significant displacement and incredible instability┻ They have had homes┸ countries┸ parents┸ education┸ and necessities torn from them┸ sometimes repeatedly┻ Our students come from ねぬ different birth countries┸ and speak にね primary languages┻ This does not include the many secondary languages and dialects spoken by our students┻ We have などに students registered as Refugees ゅなぬガ of our populationょ┸ and ななぱ students ゅなのガ of our populationょ in our English Language Development classes┻  Thirty┽three of our students live in group homes┸ therapeutic group homes┸ or foster care homes and approximately なの more are in DCS custody and placed with relatives or friends┻ Close to ばのガ of our population receives free or reduced lunch┸ with additional students that we believe qualify┸ but have not been able to access the online application or complete it properly due to barriers created by limited English language proficiency and lack of technology skills┻  Seventy┽five ゅばのょ of our students qualify as McKinney┽Vento┸ with six waiting for approval┸ and ひに of our students are enrolled in Youth on Their Own┸ with five currently waiting for approval┻ Forcing these students to be uprooted┸ once again┸ is both morally inappropriate and detrimental to their future success in becoming college and career ready┸ and graduating with their  cohort┻ 



 

 

 

 

ぬょ Youth on Their Own students would lose essential access to 

resources┻ Catalina houses the largest number of YOTO students at any one school in the city┻ They make up なにガ of our student population┻ At Catalina┸ all students have access to a student success center that manages their YOTO paperwork and grade stipends┸ provides school supplies┸ canned food┸ hygiene items┸ emergency clothing and caps and gowns for graduation┻ The YOTO office is located just two blocks from Catalina┸ and many students rely upon the ease of access to important supplies needed for their daily survival┸ to request additional financial or medical help┸ obtain free assistance with college and job applications┸ or work on homework in a safe┸ supportive environment┻ If they were moved to the Rincon campus┸ they would not have the daily access required to serve almost などど students┻ It would be nearly impossible for YOTO to provide the current level of support to these students that is needed┸ if they were to attend school に┻ぬ miles away┻  YOTO is meeting the basic┸ human needs not afforded to these students without a traditional family environment 
ねょ Catalina students with disabilities would experience the loss of 

appropriate and accommodating environments┸ along with the 

instability of a new school and change in staff Catalina has a total of なばね students ゅににガ of our populationょ that are eligible under IDEA as students with disabilities requiring specially designed instruction in order to demonstrate adequate yearly progress┻ Thirty┽nine students are affected by a Mild to Moderate Intellectual Disability┸ など students are those impacted by Multiple 



 

 

Disabilities┸ なね are students with Autism Spectrum Disorder┸ and なな receive special education services as students with Emotional Disabilities┻ We also provide services for などど Resource Students with Disabilities┻  The disbanding of Catalina╆s Exceptional Education community would create an impact of inconsolable loss and suffering to an already fragile population┻ There is the real potential for students with severe disabilities to suffer a lengthy period of regression┸ resulting in the need for additional services to recoup lost skills┸ while adapting to a new environment┻  Students not able to recoup lost skills within IDEA acceptable guidelines┸ due to the move and possible loss of appropriate facilities┸ could require the additional funding of Extended School Year program support in the summer and【or compensatory services┸ both additional costs to the district┻   Each year┸ we have parents of students with disabilities express to the district╆s Exceptional Education Department that they only want their students to be placed at Catalina┻ We often receive students with significant disabilities┸ from other TUSD schools┸ who flourish and grow within our safe┸ secure community┻  The disturbance and disruption brought upon this ににガ of Catalina╆s population has the potential of resulting in long┽term detriments to the students╆ well┽being and continuity of their special education programs┻ Catalina High School was designed and remodeled to serve the specific needs of our students who require special environmental accommodations of the school╆s physical plant┻ The front of our school has a large parking lot┸ easily navigate by our school vans and Handi┽Cars┸ with multiple handicapped parking spaces and entry to school is made accessible with our ramps┸ elevators┸ wide gates and many doors throughout our entire campus┻ Rincon╆s parking lot and campus does not currently offer these necessary accommodations┻ Catalina students with special ambulatory needs can easily negotiate our campus┻ Special education classrooms are designed to serve our students with special medical needs┸ such as g┽tube feedings┸ colostomy care┸ in┽classroom restrooms designed to meet students╆ special needs with regard to 



 

 

Activities of Daily living┸ such as toileting┸ dressing and mobility┸ and classrooms that allow for meeting activities of daily living┸ essential and integral parts of our special education programs┻ We also have special areas and equipment┸ which allow students to engage in physical activities┸ a dedicated kitchen that allows students to learn basic skills of cooking┸ and a laundry area that allows students to learn this basic skill as well┻ These provisions are all essential to our meeting the requirements of students╆ transition plans┸ on their IEPs┸ to prepare them for post┽ secondary programs and becoming gainfully employed after graduation┻  Our special classrooms are located within the entirety of our campus┸ allowing students to be in frequent┸ cordial interaction and inclusion with their non┽disabled peers┻   Catalina students are uniquely accepting and respectful┸ disabled and non┽disabled alike┸ of one another┽ in integrated┸ inclusive elective courses ゅExamples┺ Fine Arts┸ Physical Education┸ Construction┸ Foreign Languages┸ and Culinary Artsょ┸  inclusive co┽taught courses in English and Mathematics┸ during passing periods┸ in the Cafeteria┸ and at all school functions and extra┽curricular activities┻  At Catalina┸ our students with disabilities have a specially designed bus bay for those that receive exceptional education transportation┻ It is well protected on Dodge┸ a less┽traveled roadway than Pima┸ for students who are at┽risk of fleeing the area┻ There is a specially constructed┸ shaded area that accommodates the special needs of students who are medically fragile or heat┽sensitive┸ in order to prevent students having seizures while waiting for the bus┻ We also have shaded areas for these students during fire drills┸ and in case of emergency┻  The lack of these provisions at a different campus would present a significant drawback┸ placing these students at risk of harm┻ 



 

 

のょ The lack of transportation for Catalina╆s student and family 

population would become a major barrier to education and 

services┻ Most students and families do not have their own reliable transportation┻ We find that they tend to walk or ride the city bus in order to attend school┻ Students often struggle with getting to school due to the distance they have to walk┸ or because they cannot afford the bus fare┻ The district╆s policy regarding who qualifies for bus passes is very narrow┸ and most of our families do not have the ｕのね┻どど per month┸ per family member┸ needed to pay their own way┻ Our students already struggle to attend after┽school sports┸ interscholastic games and programs such as tutoring┸ fine arts performances┸ and school dances┻ They often do not have rides home once it gets dark┸ or because the buses they need are not running after a certain time┻ Many of our parents do not attend IEP meetings┸ parent conferences or their students╆ sporting events or performances due to their lack of transportation┻  Sending students to school outside of their neighborhood would further limit the events our students would be able to participate in and decrease the already slim numbers of parents engaging in school events┻  Extra┽curricular activities are an integral part of the greater high school experience┻ It is faulty thinking to believe that Catalina students would have the assets at their disposal to be able to participate after school at a campus even farther away from home┻ We anticipate that moving students outside their neighborhood will increase the tardy or non┽attendance rates of not only our students┸ but those of their siblings as well┻  Our families rely on their high school student to drop off and【or pick┽up younger students at Blenman┸ John B Wright┸ or Doolen┻ The struggle of the additional time and distance they would have to travel from these schools to Rincon would cause students to miss な or more periods of school each day┸ while their family responsibilities would not change┻  If these students do not earn the necessary yearly 



 

 

graduation credits┸ due to meeting the time constraints imposed by their family responsibilities┸ graduation rates may decrease┸ the need for funding summer school classes may increase┸ and dropout rates may increase┸ as well┻ 

 

 
  

はょ Catalina students will lose access to critical and necessary 

programs that provide them with important skills and 

opportunities┻   Catalina students currently have access to an amazing Construction program with incredible┸ caring instructors┸ and a state┽of┽the┽art workshop┻ Students 



 

 

completing this program are often sought after for jobs and educational opportunities after high school because of their stellar instruction and training┻   Students also have an opportunity to receive instruction in our state┽of┽the┽art Culinary Arts program┻ It is well known around the district that if you attend an event at Catalina┸ you will be treated to amazing food and treats prepared and catered by our culinary arts students┻  Our students gain skills that help them provide for their families and gain opportunities that can brighten their futures┻ This program affords our students with opportunities to experience the multi┽cultural flavors of our unique┸ global community┸ as our Culinary Arts teachers include ethnic┸ cultural and regional recipes from our students╆ native countries┻  The Construction and Culinary Arts programs also meet transition goals┸ on the IEPs for student with disabilities whose goals are to complete training programs and be gainfully employed in these vocations after high school┻  Access to these programs is necessary for these students to be college and career ready┻ Another significant drawback to a move to Rincon would be the loss of our Lifeguard Training program┻ The close proximity to the community pool affords our students participation in this program that students rely upon for future employment┻ Catalina students in these classes are certified in CPR and First Aid and receive a Lifeguard certification┻ Most students are employed during the summers as lifeguards at many city pools┻  Catalina students greatly benefit from the many opportunities available to them┸ uniquely┸ as a small student body┻ Students that already find themselves disadvantaged due to their socioeconomic status┸ lack of adult support┸ or exposure to significant traumatic events┸ know that they can find support and motivation when they join an athletic team or arts program┻ Our smaller population affords all students the opportunity to participate in any program in which they are interested┻ By doubling the size of the population┸ students are not helped┸ but instead further disadvantaged┸ due to the increased competition for a limited number of spaces on athletic teams and fine arts performance┽based groups┻ 



 

 

While there may be many programs┸ our students will lose access to by moving to Rincon┸ we feel the loss of our School Improvement Grant could be one of the most detrimental drawbacks┻  This grant has provided us with many resources upon which our students and families rely┻  We have been able to provide ongoing staff development and the assistance of curriculum coaches to expand and develop our teachers╆ expertise in their craft to improve student achievement┻  Our Professional Learning Communities were applauded by the Governing Board as exemplary for TUSD as a whole┸ and we provided a presentation to the ILA┸ by board request┸ to inform the community of School Leadership on how to emulate Catalina╆s success at their schools┻ 
ばょ Students and families would suffer the loss of Community 

Partnerships and Supports┻   Catalina has experienced a unique┸ long history and grand presence in midtown Tucson┻ It is rare to talk with someone in Tucson who has not gone to Catalina┸ or does not know someone who went to Catalina┻ Many in our town are proud Trojans and they support our generous Alumni Foundation┻ The closing of Catalina would mean not only the loss of an important piece of Tucson╆s and TUSD╆s history┸ but the loss of thousands of dollars raised and spent annually on well┽deserving students and families by the Foundation┻ We believe this partnership would cease to exist if Catalina were closed┻  Catalina also has significant partnerships with the Palo Verde Neighborhood Association┸ Elements City Church┸ and other local churches and individuals┻ The majority of those in the Palo Verde Neighborhood support our programs and students through generous holiday donations of food to our food pantry┸ small gifts┸ and donations of food and clothing to YOTO┸ from which many of our students benefit┻ Many of our teachers and staff are neighborhood residents┻ Elements City Church pours thousands of dollars and hundreds of person┽hours into our campus and students┸ through monetary┸ gift cards┸ and food donations┸ activity scholarships┸ and campus work projects┻ They host a food distribution on Catalina╆s campus the にnd 



 

 

Saturday of each month┸ currently serving なぱの community【school families┸ an average of など┸どどど lbs┻ of fresh food┻ It would be a struggle to maintain these programs at another school site┻  Our partnerships with other community and church programs would dwindle as well┸ making it more difficult for community groups who would have to go outside their communities to continue connecting with our students┻ Our students and families also regularly rely upon other resources and programs in their neighborhoods┻ Sending them to school outside of their neighborhood will make it difficult for them to access these resources┸ and get there during operating hours┻ This includes the Family Resource Centers┸ Boys and Girls Club┸ Refugee Services┸ Parent【Teacher conferences and school games and activities┻ 
ぱょ Increase in Refugee and ELD populations due to combining the 

two schools would create unnecessary tensions┻   Both Catalina and Rincon house significant populations of Refugee students and students that are working to become English proficient┻ These two overlapping groups of students are what make both Catalina and Rincon such diverse┸ dynamic schools┻ They educate and enhance our student bodies in such a special and important way┻ However┸ combining all of these students into one student body would not be beneficial for either school┻ It would create difficulties in staffing and classroom management of our English Language Learners┸ and potentially overwhelm the special teachers that take great pride in the care and concern they have for not only providing students with a new language┸ but keys to unlocking a new culture┻ The benefits provided by our program┸ simply from the nature of Catalina having a smaller┸ closer student┽faculty environment┸ could be lost┻  Our students would find frustration with not receiving the personal interaction and attention they deserve┸ and would most┽likely take longer to pass the AZELLA exam┸ resulting in an extended time in school┹ negatively impacting the graduation rate┻   



 

 

There are concerns about the number of Refugee students that would result by combining Catalina with Rincon as well┻ Instead of creating multiple┸ diverse campuses┸ this move would further segregate these students┸ impairing both schools╆ ability to meet requirements of the Unitary Status Plan┻ We are already dealing with students coming from different countries that have experienced a history of not getting along┻  The further integration of students from rival nations┸ cultures and【or religions would impair Catalina╆s already established programs┸ embedded in the ELD curriculum┸ helping our students to focus more on their education┸ less on their differences┸ and developing a culture of universal acceptance┻ 
ひょ The financial costs associated with executing this move 

appropriately will create an undue burden on the district┸ and 

take away money away from repairing buildings and ensuring 

that each elementary┸ middle┸ and high school is able to operate 

completely staffed with current and adequate facilities and 

equipment┻    It is difficult to speculate on all of the costs that will accrue if this proposal moves forward┻ It will take a significant amount of money to make Rincon╆s campus an acceptable location that can meet all of the needs of Catalina╆s students with disabilities┻ There would be a significant increase in the cost of busing the hundreds of students that will find themselves more than に┻の miles away from Rincon┻  Money would be needed to move the many District Programs that currently exist on the Catalina Campus┸ and to purchase new athletic equipment for all the schools┻ We would expect that Rincon╆s theater and auditorium be brought up to the same standards┸ with state┽of┽the┽art lighting and sound systems that Catalina currently enjoys┸ and that a full Construction Shop and Culinary Kitchens would be constructed┻ This transition would require facility upgrades┸ signage changes┸ and new athletic equipment as well┸ adding to the financial burden imposed upon TUSD┻ 



 

 

などょ The combining of Catalina and Rincon┸ separating UHS┸ and 

redrawing the boundaries for all schools involved┸ will lead to a 

loss of tax┽paying students and families┸ and resulting loss of 

revenue┸ that will not out┽weigh any projected benefits to TUSD 

or any schools involved┻   TUSD already has concern over the loss of students to other schools┻ We have heard from many in our school community that if Catalina is closed┸ they will not relocate their students to Rincon┸ but will instead choose to relocate their students to Sunnyside High School┸ Amphitheater High School┸ and【or a number of the charter schools that exist in the heart of our boundaries┻ There will be quite a few of our students that use this as an excuse to stop putting forth the effort to go to school and they will drop out all together┻  Many of our students have families that need them to go to work┸ provide health care or babysitting┸ and many of them do not have the support to continue┻ Our students are often first generation college students┸ and for more than you would guess┸ they are first generation high school graduates┿  The ease of accessibility to a local┸ neighborhood high school contributes to and ensures┸ for many families┸ the retention of these students in school through graduation┻  It is not guaranteed that all Catalina students would move to Rincon┻  The total dollars generated by Catalina and Rincon┸ on their own┸ would not continue at the same level┸ resulting in loss of funding to the District┻ 
Concluding Statement We stand firm upon the position that removing Catalina students and families from their school home does far more damage than good┻ The process itself has already done significant damage within the district┺ pitting school against school┸ staff against staff┸ dividing the governing board┸ undermining the tenets of the Unitary Status Plan┸ and leaving students┸ parents【guardians┸ and staff wondering where they will be in coming yearゅsょ┻  



 

 

The answer to UHS╆ overcrowding problem and the perceived under┽population problem of Catalina is not school combination┻ Anyone who holds to the belief that Catalina╆s students will achieve better and be more successful and happier in a larger student body┸ is not considering facts presented by research of the professional education community┻  According to a paper by the National Education Association┸ ╉there are Benefits to Small Class Size┺ 
 Broad economic benefit┺ Benefits are greater than the costs┻ 
 Closing the racial achievement gap┺ ぬぱガ reduction in test┽score gap┻ 
 Early identification of learning disabilities┻ 
 Improved high school graduation rates┺  Fewer incarcerations and higher earnings┻ 
 Increased college entrance test┽taking rates┺ Smaller racial gaps in taking college entrance tests 
 Improved student behavior┺ Large reduction in discipline referrals┻ 
 No recurring annual costs┺ Once small classes are established┸ the extra costs for succeeding years are minimal┻╊ If you ask Catalina╆s students and families┸ they will tell you they are very happy with the size of our student body┸ our ability to know everyone as an individual and by name┸ the smaller class sizes┸ and the unique┸ intangible essence existing within the Catalina community┻  

Question は┺ Indicate possible benefits for students┸ school and community┻ The possible benefits for Catalina students┸ school and community would be┺ 
 The science classrooms would have access to natural gas in order to conduct experiments┻ 
 A larger student body would allow for additional class offerings┸ especially electives┻ 



 

 

 Students would be able to choose to take Auto┸ Fashion┸ and Orchestra ┽ courses that are not currently offered at Catalina┻ 
 A larger student body may allow additional athletic teams to be offered┻ 

 

Question ば┺ If the Governing Board approves move┸ what conditions would be 

necessary in order to have a successful transition for students┸ school and 

community╂ If the Governing Board approves the plan to close Catalina High School┸ there will not be a fully successful transition for all Catalina students┻  In order to make the transition as close to successful as possible┸ the district will have to provide┺ 
 School bus pickup times that are negotiated with students┸ based on student responsibilities and increased access to free city bus passes┻ 
 City bus schedules and other transportation information translated into every primary language that Catalina students speak┻ 
 Provide free transportation to Catalina families who cannot otherwise attend without it┸ for activities and conferences held at whatever campuses Catalina students are sent┻ 
 Specifically designated money for regular field trips to Universities for Catalina students┸ to compensate for moving Catalina students further away from University settings┻ 
 Specifically designated money for large numbers of College students to work as tutors and mentors┻ 
 Coordination with Youth on Their Own to ensure limited loss of services to the ひに students served┻  Potentially designating district money to assist YOTO with meeting the needs of so many students on one campus┻  
 Specifically designated money to remodel any schools that Catalina students are sent to so that they are などどガ accessible to all students with disabilities┻  This would potentially include remodeling bathrooms┸ hallways┸ kitchens┸ physical therapy equipment and classrooms and 



 

 

creating a shade space in the fire drill assembly space for students with sun sensitivity┻ 
 Specifically designated money to renovate auditoriums at schools that Catalina students are sent to so that they are on par with the Catalina auditorium┻ 
 Specifically designated money to remodel any schools that Catalina students are sent to so that they have CTE facilities on par with Catalina╆s┻  Specifically relocating the Culinary Arts Program and the Construction program that have recently received tens of thousands of dollars of upgrades┻ 
 Easy access to the district services currently housed at Catalina┸ most specifically the Family Resource Center and the various Student Services┻  This will maintain Catalina students╆ access to services in a non┽ intrusive environment to access basic needs such as clothing┸ hygiene items┸ food┸ medical┸ etc┻ 
 Potentially use a phase out process through freshmen entry to ease the transition for students┸ especially students with disabilities who make up almost にのガ of Catalina╆s population┻ 
 A clear and equitable process for certified and non┽certified transitions to new positons┻ 
 Specifically designated money for additional support positions to assist Catalina╆s population with the removal and transition┸ including logistical support personnel and additional counselors┻ 
 Any final school closure decision must be made by January prior to the year of change┸ in order to develop full communication and transition plans┸ and allow registration to be conducted properly by the counseling departments at each school┻ 
 Specifically designating a portion of the Catalina campus to house Catalina╆s historic artifacts such as trophies and yearbooks so that Catalina 



 

 

alumni can have access to them┻  Maintaining the current names of buildings┸ such as Hines Gym┸ and maintain statues and other gifts made to Catalina┻ 
 Maintain Catalina╆s low student┽to┽teacher ratio that benefits Catalina╆s population╆s needs┻ 
 Allow Catalina╆s student┽athletes to maintain their relationships with their coaches┻  These relationships are sometimes necessary to keep students engaged in school┻ 
 Conduct district led meetings to discus fully any potential moves for Catalina parents┸ families at a variety of times with translators to accommodate Catalina families╆ needs┸ there are にね primary home languages spoken at Catalina┸ and translation services should be provided for all of them┻ 
 Maintain the dinner program currently run at Catalina and provide free transportation from the Catalina campus to the new site for students and families┻ 
 Provide paid summer Professional Development for teachers from Rincon and Catalina focusing on integrating the schools┻ 
 Rename Rincon High School to put Catalina and Rincon students on the same footing for the new school year┻ 
 Provide Catalina students and families orientation dates at Rincon the school year prior to integration┸ provide translators at the meetings┻ 
 Specifically designate money to completely move all Catalina equipment to Rincon including providing a paid opportunity for Catalina teachers to move their resources to Rincon over the summer┻ A drawback that cannot be remedied if the Governing Board approves this move is the negative impact on Catalina students╆ self┽efficacy┸ because any sort of move will be a message to students that they are not good enough to keep their school┻  The only way to mitigate the negative impact on self┽efficacy would be to 



 

 

invest in major technology and facility upgrades at schools that Catalina students are sent to in order to give the students a feeling that they are receiving an upgrade┻ 
Question ぱ┺ Other information to share or needed information that would be 

helpful┻ 

なょ Other information we would like to address or request┺ 

 Catalina╆s Site Council would like the opportunity to address the board in a public setting regarding the effects this proposal would have on our school community┻  
  How much will this transition cost the district╂  TUSD is in the midst of a budget shortfall┻  The district will be taking on an additional financial burden while they find ways to deal with the current ｕね┻の million budget shortfall┻  How will UHS ｇpay for their own schoolｇ╂ Realistically┸ it is district monies that will be forced to fund not only the transition of Catalina students to Rincon┸ but UHS has raised the issue of getting Catalina up to standards for their students┻ UHS has provided a proposed forecast of how much money THEY will bring into the district because of the draw to their programs┻ There is no hard evidence those monies will┸ in fact┸ become reality┻  How will the cost of bringing Catalina up to those lofty standards for UHS be justified╂  What district programs and repairs to current facilities will suffer as a result of┸ ╉robbing Peter to pay Paul╂╊   
 Employment concerns┺ Obviously┸ there will be an overflow of personnel┻ If there are not enough positions open for Catalina personnel what will our options be prior to the move╂ What will happen to faculty【staff for which there are no open positions╂ How will class sizes at Rincon be affected╂  Who will make the determination regarding criteria for which teachers will be ｇgrantedｇ a transfer to Rincon and what they will teach╂  Will the administrative staff┸ counselors┸ and student services personnel transfer╂  



 

 

How will displacement be handled╂  How much notice will be given to staff╂  How will employee benefits be affected if they are reduced to part┽time╂  
 Catalina has a State of the Art Culinary and Construction Program┻  Many of our Exceptional Education Students have post┽secondary transition goals written into their IEP╆s ゅIndividualized Education Plansょ specifically for either Culinary or Construction┻  Catalina students have opportunities for summer internships that can lead to employment┻  Students who complete the entire program and certification can receive well┽paying jobs upon graduation┻  They would lose that opportunity to be productive citizens that contribute to their community┻  Transitioning to the Rincon Campus will be detrimental to our students┻     
 This is a direct response from some students taking an Economics course┻  ╉Is it true that they are going to take our school and give it to the smart kids╂╊  Catalina serves some of the most under┽privileged students in Tucson┻  They are refugees┸ homeless students┸ first generation immigrants┸ and they come from homes where they will be the first in their family to receive a High School Diploma┻  Are these the students whose campus we want to take from them╂  Why╂  For the sake of whom╂   
 This move benefits only UHS students who come from the wealthiest┸ highest educated homes in our district and surrounding districts┻  Without their own campus or integrated into our campuses┸ the individuals at UHS would most likely graduate from high school and go to college at the same rate┻  On the other hand┸ if forced to leave Catalina┸ the individual students from Catalina would be much less likely to even complete high school┻  The inequity of this proposed move is not procedural justice┻ 
 We are disappointed that representatives of the University High School community have had five months to prepare their report and presentation┸ while Catalina and Rincon High Schools have had just two weeks┻  We are 



 

 

confused as to how UHS representatives were allowed to make a public proposal to close a specific school┸ and could require an impact study without any consultation with stakeholders at the other schools affected┻  
 The report requested by the Governing Board fails to request information from the English Language Development department┸ Exceptional Education department┸ and Refugee Services┻  Catalina╆s population is heavily supported by each of these departments┸ and the failure to recognize these groups demonstrates a lack of understanding of who we are┻  
 Catalina High School should be provided with all of the information that UHS was provided for the creation of their presentation┻  
 We would like to suggest that instead of granting UHS their own campus┸ you divide them out amongst all the schools┸ and allow all of the district╆s high schools the opportunity to run a comprehensive college┽track course of study┸ giving all students the access to accelerated┸ AP and honors classes in a full variety of subjects┻  
 Catalina╆s campus and physical plant meets ADA ゅAmericans with Disabilities Actょ Compliance with accessibility for students with disabilities┻  It has been reported to us┸ that Catalina was originally planned and constructed as a fully accessible campus for students with disabilities┻  How will Rincon accommodate the ADA requirements for our sizable Exceptional Education population┸ especially with CTE programs╂  
 If the Rincon campus does not have shaded shelter at the Exceptional Education bus bay┸ and fire drill location these provisions would have to be purchased or constructed┻  This would be necessary to meet the special needs of students who are medically fragile and or have heat sensitivity┻  Without these shelters┸ there is the potential for students to overheat and possibly have seizures┻  Catalina is the only campus specifically designed for access for EVERY student to EVERY area in the school┻  



 

 

 Why is Catalina High School the number one choice of relocation╂  What about other locations that would have less of an impact on students╂ 
 TUSD must not allow the creation of a segregated campus┻  Catalina has been in existence since なひのば and there is a tremendous amount of Tucson History in this school┻  Catalina was called Disneyland and opened as a state of the art facility in the なひのど╆s┻  Catalina has a rich┸ diverse student population with its own identity as evident with our Catalina Foundation┸ school colors┸ bleachers┸ gym┸ school mascot┸ sports uniforms┸ murals etc┻  
 We would like to hear what the Special Master and Plaintiffs have to say about such a move┻  UHS is less diverse and selective for its student body┻  Is TUSD really considering moving a less diverse population to Catalina┸ one that does not even meet desegregation standards╂ This would be shipping the more racially balanced Catalina High School student body to be part of another racially balanced population at Rincon High School┻   
 We would want a cost analysis of preparing both Rincon and Catalina for new students┻  We would like our students to have adequate facilities┻   
 Our students and families remain number one on our priority list┻  We keep their best interest at heart┹ we speak for those who have no voice┻  We are not just a school┹ we are a place that our unique community calls home┻   
 Many of our students come from difficult situations and we simply serve as their parents┻  How can we justify disrupting their stability╂  The programs we have at Catalina such as the Fine Arts┸ ELD ゅEnglish Language Developmentょ┸ Exceptional Education┸ Culinary┸ Construction┸ Lifeguard Training┸ Sports and National Honor Society┸ were built by Catalina Staff to support the specific needs of Catalina students┻  We need to consider the potential disruption by forcing our Exceptional Education┸ ELD┸ Refugee┸ Youth on Their Own and McKinney Vento students to another campus┻  THESE STUDENTS WILL FLOUNDER IN A LARGE SCHOOL WITH A LARGE 



 

 

POPULATION┻ They depend heavily on the one┽on┽one interaction between their teachers┸ teacher assistants┸ counselors and support staff┻ 
 One group of students regardless of test scores is not more important than another┻  Our students have much to offer and have been made to feel as though they do not matter┻   
 Have parents been given a means to formally respond to the proposal that would provide hard data for the impact on the families to present to the board╂ 
 How will the move affect Immigrant Resettlement╂ Our students have a healthy peaceful intercultural existence without conflict┻  It has been told to us that under the resettlement guidelines┸ students who have arrived from countries where there is political upheaval are assigned to different campuses in order to avoid conflict within the student population┻ 
 Our refugee population is not specifically represented under the USP┻  Our students from ｇAfrican countriesｇ do not identify as ｇAfrican Americansｇ┻  Where is the legal representation for these students╂ 
 Will our students that walk to school be guaranteed transportation╂  A large number of our refugee students walk because their parents do have a private vehicle┻ 
  ばねガ of Catalina students receive free or reduced lunch┻  To qualify for reduced lunch┸ the family income must be below ｕにな┸のひど annual income in にどなの┸ which is なぱのガ of the poverty line┻  To qualify for free lunch┸ the family income must be below ｕなの┸なばな in にどなの┻     
 We recommend that no decision should be made during the にどなば【にどなぱ school year┻   
 There would have to be a consensus of how things are to work with all stakeholders┻   



 

 

 What about the Group Home and Foster Families that live in the Catalina Boundaries╂  Where will these students go╂  Has the emotional and academic impact on these students been taken into consideration╂  
 We recommend that a study be conducted to relocate Rincon to Catalina┻ 
 If the UHS proposal is approved┸ will the Youth Football Association be able to continue utilizing Catalina╆s Football Field for Saturday games╂  

にょ Student Responses 

Student One Comment ╉I know I may sound biased as I am writing this paper┻  However┸ from my standpoint┸ CHS has always been on the losing end of everything┻ CHS may not be the best when it comes to academics and conduct┻ CHS does not have students from well┽off families┻ CHS has not been nationally recognized as one of the top schools as much as UHS┻ However┸ it is home to students who want to have a future┻ These students are eager to learn amidst difficulties and hesitations but they always push themselves and probably even drag themselves just to go to school every single day no matter how tired they are┻  Students want to know that the school administration believes in them and in their capacity to fight for what is right┻  Some of the school administrators may not see the talents of the students amidst the ruckus that they make every day┻ However┸ some students can deliver great speeches┸ communicate effectively┸ and even convey their thoughts well to other people┻ It would have been better if the school gave the students the chance to create projects to be able to stop the UHS movement┻ After all┸ they are the ones mostly affected by this┻ If only the students were given this chance and were informed earlier of the UHS movement┸ they would have made great plans to safeguard their right to stay in their own campus┻ I believe trust and hope are two important key words that the school must remember┻ In order to overcome this obstacle┸ the school must give the students the opportunity to formulate plans on how to avoid the movement and hope for the best 



 

 

in everything┻  It is never too late for the students and the school┸ as a whole┸ to act upon this matter┻╊ 
Student Two Comment ╉My thoughts about this aggravates me┻ There are so many closed schools they can take over┸ instead of them coming to us since ╉we have less students┻╊ We have many new things this year like closed conference period┻  Everything about this whole new beginning in our school is helpful and very┸ very great┿  I really do not see the need to transition this school at all┻  Once this topic was out┸ many students at my school were upset and disagreed about what they were hearing in the hallways and reading posts on Facebook┻  If the school board cares about student╆s education and what not┸ then let Catalina students be and leave this Trojan property only┿╊ 
Student Three Comment ╉I would just like to share that Catalina students are not worth less than the UHS students┻ We have many smart and outstanding students at our school┻  They did not choose to go to UHS because they wanted something different┸ such as diversity┻ The governing board is not only taking away our focus from school by thinking about kicking us out but they are also making us feel worthless┻ That shows a bad image for them┻╊ 
Student Four Comment ╉I think its funny how UHS thinks they can just take over someone╆s school because they think they are ╉better╊ than everyone┻  If they want to take over Catalina because we have a small population of students┸ they are wrong┻  We do not have the smallest number of students┹ Santa Rita does so just take over their school┻  UHS why even take over a school┹ why not move to a school that is already shut down┻  UHS you cannot guarantee every student is going to move to Rincon┻ I also think the adults from UHS should of came to Catalina and presented your presentation to us and tell us all your ╉great╊ reasons why you want our school┻  I do not think it was fair for Catalina students to learn from the internet that our school was going to be taken over┻  UHS you are so closed┽minded and you are not looking at the bigger picture┻ I 



 

 

DID NOT COME TO CATALINA HIGH SCHOOL TO NOT GRADUATE AS A TROJAN AND TO GRADUATE AS A RANGER┿  

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

B┻ Rincon High School 
 



 

 

な┻ Site Council Report 

Question の┺ Possible drawbacks for students┸ school and community┻ 

なょ Removing University High School ゅUHSょ from Rincon High School 

ゅRinconょ could have a negative impact on student enrollment at 

Rincon┻ Rincon has a waiting list for open enrollment┻  Many of the open enrollment students┸ who attend Rincon┸ choose to enroll at Rincon to benefit from our strong fine arts programs┺  band┸ choir┸ dance┸ color guard┸ drama and orchestra┻  Therefore┸ we anticipate a drastic decline in the enrollment of these programs limiting student opportunities┻  Further┸ there is a great deal of speculation that enrollment at the school┸ as a whole┸ would decline┸ as well┻  It has been suggested by community members┸ parents┸ students and staff alike┸ that even students who live within Rincon boundaries would choose not to attend Rincon if UHS were to leave┻  Although Rincon has ばどガ of its student population on free and reduced lunch┸ with the vast majority of that ばどガ falling within the free lunch category┸ there are affluent pockets in the neighborhoods surrounding Rincon┻  Although it is difficult to quantify in concrete numbers┸ many people believe that students from the more affluent areas surrounding Rincon would choose to open enroll in other districts or charters if UHS were to leave┻ 
にょ Removing UHS from Rincon could have a negative impact on 

overall student climate and academic performance┻ When meeting with students regarding the potential split of the schools┸ a student voiced that when he made the basketball team┸ he became friends with some boys from UHS who were on his team┻ He expressed that his teammates from UHS would always go to the library after school to study┸ so he decided to join them┻ He said that their influence carried over into his personal work ethic┸ creating within him a heightened awareness of the importance of staying on top of his academics┻ Several students involved in the discussion shared agreement to themselves having or their 



 

 

friends having had similar experiences┻ Students┸ teachers┸ and parents have expressed that they believe the UHS students have an extremely positive influence in the lives of many Rincon students┸ and vice versa┻ Many students have formed strong friendships┻ The school split may have an affect on students that extends far beyond social benefits┻ Beyond the positive social effect Rincon experiences having UHS on our campus┸ combining Rincon and Catalina would most likely have a negative effect on academic performance┻ On the にどなは┽にどなば AZ Merit tests┸ Rincon had the highest rate of student growth of any high school in the district┸ except for UHS┸ demonstrating that Rincon is making positive gains academically┻ Taking UHS off Rinconｆs campus and combining Rincon with Catalina will create an entirely different blend of students┻ While academics is the number one priority at Rincon┸ student integration will inevitably consume a great deal of time┸ energy┸ and focus┻  Explicit┸ site┽wide attention will have to be placed on creating a harmonious environment that meets the social┽emotional needs of all students and staff during this transitional time┻     Also important to take into consideration┸ Catalina students would be coming to Rincon with student performance that resulted in a school letter of grade of D┸ while Rincon student╆s performance resulted in a C┻ This┸ and other key factors spelled out below┸ indicate that student climate and academic performance could drop dramatically if UHS were to relocate and the two schools in question were to be combined┻ 



 

 

ぬょ Combining Catalina High School ゅCatalinaょ with Rincon would 

create a student population consisting of ばひぬ students who come 

from homes where English is not the predominant language 

spoken at homes of those ばひぬ students┸ ぬどど of the students are 

English Language Learners themselves┻ Rincon always welcomes diversity with open arms┻ However┸ having a student population in which なはガ of the students have very limited English language skills poses many challenges┻  First┸ English language learners ゅELLsょ have to take a four┽hour block of language courses as part of their daily schedule┻ Due to this state requirement┸ the ELL subgroup of students struggles to graduate in four years┻ This could adversely affect Rinconｆs overall graduation rate that accounts for にどガ of the state letter grade calculation┻ Furthermore┸ having a student population in which ねぬガ of our students come from homes in which English is not the predominant language creates challenges with school┽home communication┻  Although TUSD has interpreter services available┸ communicating with parents in a timely manner is not always possible┻ When teachers need to inform parents of missing assignments┸ behavioral issues that may be occurring in class┸ etc┻┸ it takes additional time and coordination to reach out to parents and address classroom concerns┻  A great deal of educational research indicates that in order for corrective feedback to be valuable to students and yield positive results┸ it must be immediate┻ Since feedback to non┽English speaking families cannot be immediate┸ this puts overall communication with families in a deficit┸ which┸ in turn┸ could greatly affect academic performance┻  Finally┸ if the two schools were to combine┸ the English Language Development department on our campus would consist of なに full time┸ certified teachers to meet the needs of our ELLs┻ To put this in perspective┸ the traditional English department would only consist of なな full time┸ certified teachers┻ Thus┸ the English Language Development department would be larger than our traditional English Language Arts department┻ 



 

 

Also important to note┸ the majority of the ELLs from Catalina and Rincon are refugee students┸ making a student population in which over ねど languages are represented┻ These students bring rich diversity to our schools┸ but on top of learning English┸ they and their families are faced with the additional challenge of learning how to adapt to an entirely new culture┻ 
ねょ Combining Catalina with Rincon would mean doubling our 

Exceptional Education ゅEx Edょ Population┻ Rincon currently has なはガ of our student population receiving exceptional education services┻ We have ななど students who are learning resource students being served in our mainstream classrooms with exceptional education co┽teachers and【or support┻ We have ねぬ students who are in a self┽contained autism program and なに students in a self┽contained program who have emotional disabilities┻ Rinconｆs current exceptional education staff consists of ひ┻の certified teaching positions accompanied by なぱ exceptional education teaching assistants┻ The ex ed staff consists of にば full time employees┸ by far Rinconｆs largest department on campus┻  Our self┽contained students require a great deal of supervision and support to learn safely and successfully in the traditional high school environment┻ Catalina has similar ex ed numbers with an even higher percentage of their total student enrollment at にのガ┸ with なに full time ex ed teachers and にね teaching assistants┻  This means the ｇnewｇ Rincon would have an ex ed department of にな┻の certified teachers and ねに teaching assistants┸ for a total ex ed staff of はね employees┻ To put it in perspective┸ this is more staff than Catalina and Rinconｆs mainstream English┸ Math┸ Science and Social Studies departments┸ combined┻  Furthermore┸ Catalina has large numbers of students with multiple disabilities ゅMDょ in a self┽contained program┸ much like Rinconｆs self┽contained autism program┸ in which students need extremely high levels of support with daily functions┸ as well as with supervision┸ to learn successfully┻ Rincon facilities would have to be extensively remodeled to properly suit the needs of Catalinaｆs MD students┻ This could 



 

 

be extremely costly┸ requiring building and access renovations throughout the Rincon campus┻ As you can see┸ if Catalina and Rincon were to combine┸ almost half of our student body would be made up of learners enrolled in special programs┺ ex ed and ELL┻ Many are wondering if it is ethical to create such a concentrated population of non┽traditional learners┻ 
のょ Looking at data┸ trends show that combining Rincon and Catalina 

would increase student discipline greatly while markedly 

reducing student attendance┻ As of October のth┸ Rincon had accrued にぱ distinct student incidents┸ while Catalina had accrued ねの┸ which would bring the combined total to ばぬ total incidents┻ The only school close to that number┸ as of October のth┸ would be Tucson High┸ with のに total incidents┻ Tucson High has almost double the student population of Rincon and Catalina combined┸ with にな fewer incidents┻  As of October のth┸ にどなば┸ UHS had one student incident┻ Regarding student attendance rates┸ last year Rinconｆs overall attendance for the school year was at ひな┻ばガ while Catalinaｆs was at ぱば┻ばガ┻ 
はょ Taking UHS off Rincon Campus will hurt many programs 

including student clubs┸ several sports┸ advanced opportunities 

and fine arts┻ Although numbers and figures will be provided by the various departments in charge of these specific areas┸ it is important to note that many opportunities previously available to Rincon students will be lost with the move┻ For instance┸ Rincon students currently have the opportunity to participate in はの student clubs┸ ぬど of which will most likely dissipate if UHS moves because they are sponsored by UHS staff┻ Even though Rincon students are involved in UHS sponsored clubs┸ they are predominately UHS student┽led activities that would most likely be eliminated with those students leaving┻ 



 

 

ばょ Many Rincon staff members enjoy the academic atmosphere that 

UHS students promote within the Rincon population┻  Many 

current opportunities for integration of this nature will be lost if 

UHS leaves┻  The study has created a lot of uncertainty┸ which 

could result in loss of employees┻ Many teachers at Rincon enjoy the atmosphere that is created by having two distinctive groups of students and colleagues working together on campus┸ as proven by the low turnover rate of our teaching staff┻ At the end of the year last year┸ even with new administration coming on board┸ Rincon only lost four teachers┺ one who retired┸ one who took a position at UHS but is still on campus┸ and two who moved out of state┻ In a time when school districts are having a hard time holding on to good teachers┸ it is imperative to create ideal working conditions for teachers┻ Many Rincon and Catalina teachers may choose to leave and work at other schools due to the uncertainty this study has created┻  Others may leave because the environment they were comfortable working in will most likely be changed greatly due to the move┻ We cannot afford to lose teachers while in teacher shortage┻ Many staff members from the two schools are feeling nervous about all of the unknowns┸ such as who would be the office manager┸ the lead engineer┸ department chair┸ principals┸ etc┻ if the two schools combine┻ This has a negative impact on overall employee morale┻ There is further concern related to employees who are employed by one school but serve both┸ regarding their future and positions┻ 
ぱょ The costs involved┻ Plain and simple┸ the cost involved in making such a move that only benefits a small faction of TUSDｆs population is a concern┻ Both schools would need all new uniforms┻ They would have to move programs such as culinary and construction from Catalina to Rincon┻ The costs of actually physically moving would be an expense┻ There would be increased costs in transportation knowing that the vast majority of Catalina students currently walk and would now need district bus service┻ These are 



 

 

just a few of the obvious expenditures that would take away from other areas much more in need of funding┻  It has been on the news recently that TUSD is down ぱぱど students this year┸ and we are facing potential budget cuts┻ We are also up for a bond election┸ requesting funds to improve facilities┻ Knowing how much the this study is costing┸ coupled with the actual costs of moving schools┸ negatively impacts the school community in and around Rincon【University High School┸ especially when parents and students from both schools have expressed they are not all in support of this move┻ 
ひょ The Impacts of skimming┻ Currently┸ having UHS on campus keeps the growth in enrollment of UHS in check┻ While this may seem like a drawback at first glance┸ when we probe closer and reflect on the impact it has on the district as a whole┸ it is a healthy check on their enrollment┻  When enrollment grows in UHS┸ while some of it comes from out of district students┸ much of it comes from our internal schools┻ The majority of the growth in enrollment in UHS has been a rerouting of students who would otherwise be attending their home schools in TUSD┸ where they could positively contribute to the academic culture and climate of those home schools┻ In a sense┸ keeping UHS╆s enrollment in check positively contributes to greater enrollment of high performing students to their respective home schools┻ To move UHS out of Rincon and merge Catalina with Rincon to make its own campus┸ UHS would remove this positive check to enrollment┻  As UHS grows┸ the potential exists for the withering of academic potential at our other high schools┻ To put it into perspective┸ how competitive are TUSDs  AP【IB scores in all of our high schools besides UHS┸ compared to other districts that do not have a large and robust academically selective high school╂ What are the typical letter grades across districts without a large selective high school╂ We are currently a district with the majority of our traditional high schools with letter grades of Ds┻ We implore the district leadership to perform the analysis of what our letter grades would be at our traditional high schools if students in UHS were attending their home schools┻ We are 



 

 

not asking this to be done because we think that UHS should not exist or that it does not currently serve the district well┸ but to justify checking its current enrollment levels┻ As the media reported┸ it might be suggested that we are ｇcannibalizingｇ our traditional high school to benefit one selective high school┻ While that might be an extreme dramatization┸ the shift in models from a school within a school【shared campus does send a message to the community about what our district values┻ 
 

Question は┺ Indicate possible benefits for students┸ school and community┻ 

なょ Having only Rincon students and staff on the campus would 

create a greater level of autonomy on our campus┻ Having UHS leave the campus would allow Rincon staff an opportunity to collaborate and reconfigure the school┸ without the challenge of two staffs having to agree and coordinate┻  Rincon students and staff would be などどガ in the lead when planning student events┸ which would allow a great deal more freedom for Rincon to make decisions regarding subjects such as bell schedule┸ announcements┸ assemblies┸ etc┻   Rincon students may have more opportunity to participate┸ even if what is offered is limited┸ because they will not have to compete for spots against UHS students┻ We could do more to enhance to school spirit all around┸ without affecting the morale of the school on our campus┻ 
にょ Students and staff would have more space┻ We would be able to spread out around campus and designate specific areas to give our students and staff more room and new opportunities for activities and collaboration┻ 
ぬょ If the move were to occur┸ Rincon would have some added 

program┻ Rincon would potentially gain programs from Catalina including culinary┸ construction┸ AVID and sections of Pima Writing などな and Arabic foreign language┻ Although this would not make up for what we would lose in fine arts and clubs┸ it does 



 

 

open up some new opportunities from which Rincon students could benefit┻  Catalina also has a family resource center that would greatly benefit the Rincon community to help our families receive additional support┻ Although this may take away from the families who live near Catalina┸ it would be a great additional resource for Rincon that we currently do not have room to accommodate┻ Furthermore┸ although we may lose some clubs and opportunities┸ the move will give some of Rinconｆs students and staff the leadership opportunities not available if UHS were still on campus┻ 
ねょ Rincon would continue to have a richly diverse student 

population worth celebrating┻   Many of our students come to us with bilingual skills upon which we can capitalize in our educational practice┻ Furthermore┸ our students come from a variety of cultures and belief systems┸ having a wide reaching positive educational effect┸ thereby helping to prepare our students for participation within a larger society┻  
 

Question ば┺ If the Governing Board approves move┸ what conditions would be 

necessary in order to have a successful transition for students┸ school and 

community┻ 

 Rincon allocated staffing for a ば┽period day┻  Of the three C rated schools┸ Rincon is the only one that does not have a seven period day┻ Of the D schools┸ only one has a ば┽period day built into their regular school day┻ Mixing the student populations discussed above┸ it would be essential to implement a ば┽period schedule to allow the two new staffs time to collaborate as we move to positively transition into one new campus┻ We would also use the additional period to provide students with remediation opportunities to help ensure that the academic growth trajectory Rincon is currently on┸ continues┻  
 All of Catalina╆s programs┸ such as the family resource center and the CTE programs┸ be moved to Rincon┻  Since we will most likely be losing a great 



 

 

deal of our performing arts sections┸ we would need to ensure that our students still have a wide variety of opportunities offered to them┻ We will also need the additional support of the family resource center and programs like AVID to help support students┻ 
 All of the desks┸ furniture┸ classroom and sports equipment┸ instruments┸ music┸ scripts┸ etc┻ stay at Rincon and all of the same stay at Catalina┻  UHS inherits whatever is at their new school and leaves what exists at Rincon because it will be needed for the ぱどど students we will be gaining┻ 
 Time and funding to plan transition activities for staff┸ students and families to have a successful and positive experience in the transition┻  It is imperative that all schools have enough time to plan strategic┸ meaningful transition activities so that students┸ staff and parents do not feel as though one school was just ｇdumpedｇ into another┻ These types of activities take quite a bit of collaboration and planning which cannot occur if a Board decision is made late in the year┻ Furthermore┸ as such planning requires a great deal of time┸ we would need to pay staff to work additional hours┻ 
 Agreement made that UHS cannot take staff from Rincon for a limited time┻  Some staff members┸ including teachers and coaches from Rincon┸ have already been approached and asked if they would be willing to move over to the new UHS campus┻ This┸ again┸ would hurt one school to benefit another┸ and should be prohibited for at least the first year or two┻ 
 We need a clear┽cut deadline┻  A successful transition cannot occur without a minimum of six┽month lead┽time┻  Effectively planning moves of this enormity will take┸ at minimum┸ six months┻ There is a great deal that goes into taking on an additional ぱどど students and almost doubling the staff┸ especially when it comes to planning a master schedule┻  We are requesting that if the study is not complete and looks like it is going to extend beyond March┸ that the Board allow us to keep our schools intact 



 

 

for the にどなぱ┽にどなひ school year┻ If the vote is solidified to move schools after March of にどなぱ┸ that the plan be for the move to effect in にどなひ┽にどにど┻ 
 Increased staffing in particular areas would be essential┻  We would need to greatly increase the number of school monitors we have┻ Weｆd need to add a full time off┽duty officer to our campus┻  Combining Rincon and Catalina would require an increase in all staff to keep class sizes at にば┽な due to the diverse range of learners in each room and an increase of counselors┸ including an ex ed and ELL counselor┸ as well as additional interventionists to serve struggling learners so they do not get lost in the larger student population┻ 

 

 

Question ぱ┺ Other information to share or needed information that would be 

helpful┻ 

 How will it hurt other high schools in the district if UHS increases their enrollment on a standalone campus╂   A great deal of emphasis from the USP focuses on expanding our honors and advanced placement opportunities┻ However┸ with UHS taking many of the students across the district who would be leaders in those classes and on campuses┸ while proposing to take even more of them┸ it makes it more challenging each year for the traditional TUSD high schools to maintain or expand enrollment in advanced courses┻  
 How does the data of combining Catalina and Rinconｆs student bodies compare to other schools within the district that would be around the same size as the ｇnewｇ Rincon┸ when looking at ex ed┸ ELLs and discipline data╂  There is belief that if the data of the two schools were combined and evaluated against the data of schools approximately the same size or larger within the district┸ this data will show that a distinctly concentrated 



 

 

student profile would exist that would not be found at other high schools within the district┻ 
 What message does it send to all students in TUSD if UHS is given their own school because their students have ｇdifferent needsｇ as highlighted in their board proposal presentation╂  We have a vast array of students who have ｇdifferent needsｇ on all campuses district┽wide┻ However┸ it is illegal to create special┸ segregated campuses for those students┻ How is this different╂ 
 Why move one school that is highly performing and will most likely continue to remain highly performing regardless of their geographic location┸  at the risk of hurting two other schools┺ なぱのな students╂   
 To this end we recommend that our district look at this change as an opportunity to better meet the needs of the students at Catalina and Rincon┻ One avenue to consider is to offer an expedited pathway to a diploma for students who are credit deficient┸ in the ELD program or who have left a TUSD school for a charter┻ The Grand Canyon Diploma  program is one example┻ Using the Cambridge curriculum school wide could offer this new school a unique opportunity to attract high achieving students who do not want to attend UHS┸ as well as those who can benefit from an expedited high school diploma track┻  
 We also recognize the value in building a robust relationship with JTED to offer students a direct employment avenue or a pathway to meaningful employment┻  Since transportation and start times are often a barrier for students to attend JTED programs┸ dedicated buses to take students to the JTED campuses and the ability to offer students a shortened schedule so they can attend these classes is beneficial┻ 
 Additionally┸ we recommend turning this new school into a になst Century Learning Center┸ one that strives to meet the needs of the families in our school community as well as the students┻ We will already have a start 



 

 

with the Family Resource Center and think it is beneficial to build on that and to offer parent English classes and weekend workshops for our families┻ 
 How will families from the Catalina area get to Rincon to benefit from the family【community center and other programs that exist to benefit students and their families╂ 
 Although UHS discussed how they are expanding their diversity ethnically┸ has a wholistic analysis of diversity been reviewed to include looking at their number of refugee students┸ English language learners┸ exceptoinal education population┸ and socioeconic background of their student body╂ Taking factors beyond ethnicity into account┸ how diverse is UHS when compared to all other schools in TUSD╂  
 Furthermore┸ has UHS expanded their ethnic diversity╂ In the presentation made to the Board┸ the two UHS graphs demonstrating growth  in African American and Hispanic student enrollment┸ the graphs indicate the number of students by which they have increased enrollment┸ not the percentage of student enrollment that growth reflects┻ It is common knowledge that UHS has expanded its student population greatly from にどなぬ┽なね to にどなは┽なば in all ethnic groups┸ not just minority groups┻ Therefore┸ straight┽forward numbers of students in those two categories are misleading┻ It would be more representative to see how much the percentage of student enrollment in those two mintority areas have gone up┻ Even though there was an increase of ten African American students from にどなぬ┽なね to にどなは┽なば┸ it has been projected that overall UHS total student enrollment has increased well over two hundred students in that time┻ Within that same timeframe┸ Rincon has had an ぱガ increase in its African American student population while our total student enrollment had declined to make room for more UHS students┻  



 

 

 Have any alternate proposals been considered╂ One that is popular amongst the community at large looks out for the best interest of all three schools ゅpossibly moreょ┸ not just UHS┻ If UHS has had such great success and the district wants to continue to expand the program to draw in more out of district students┸ why not replicate it╂ Why not do what BASIS and universities have done┸ opening up multiple locations╂ If we see that UHS has a positive impact on one campus┸ why segregate UHS on a standalone campus╂ Why not replicate UHS and start other campuses╂ It would make sense┸ after seeing the positive impact the collaborative efforts have had on Rincon┸ to cap enrollment at UHS Rincon and open up another location┸ such as UHS Catalina┻ This way┸ Rincon and Catalina are not harmed and all of the money that would go into the proposal process┸ not to mention moving and renovating campuses┸ programs┸ transportation┸ etc┻ could be spent on the additional staffing required to create more job opportunities while still allowing for the UHS to grow as a model and positively impact more schools in TUSD┻ Why would the district want to support placing student leaders on one campus┸ permanantly segregating them from all other students┸ eliminating opportunities for ALL students to develop and showcase their leadership skills in real world scenarios╂  Our proposal is to leave Rincon and Catalina as is┸ cap enrollment at UHS Rincon┸ and expand UHS to start up a second location┻ 
 Has any data been collected to study the other TUSD schools who merged to see what kind of impact combining two schools has on school climate┸ academic performance and discipline╂ 
 How would the demographic make up of a standalone UHS compare to the ｇnewly createdｇ Rincon╂ Is that legal╂ 
 If Rincon and Catalina combine┸ a community impact could be one related to more refugee housing areas being designated in the Rincon boundary area┻ 



 

 

 What happens to all positions and employees╂ Does everyone have to reapply╂ 
 The unknowns surrounding these specifics make employees unsettled┻ Some have expressed they may not want to sign their contracts not knowing exactly what they are signing up for┻  
 If the this proposal does not go through┸ would it be possible to set forth a ruling stating that further examination to move UHS be put off for at least several years so that Rincon and UHS can focus on building unity rather than continually building a case to divide╂ Some suggestions have been made to return to the original model of UHS where they are considered to be a part of Rincon with only one administrative team┻ Within this model┸ an assistant principal or a coordinator【director could be designated to oversee the UHS charter┸ utilizing the inclusive school within a school model┸ rather than having two separate schools┻ If not┸ moving to a model in that is less segregated┸ such as sharing all electives┸ much like we do the fine arts┸ to create more comprehensive opportunities for all RUHS students┸ would be beneficial┻ Furthermore┸ reshuffling classrooms┸ to get UHS out of the basement and more integrated into the campus┸ creating an RUHS English wing┸  RUHS math wing┸ のど【のど mixed lunches and so on┸ would be welcome by Rincon staff┻  

に┻ Programmatic Changes 
aょ Projected Increases for Rincon High School 

 Student increase┺  approximately ななどど┽なにどど to なぱどど┽なひどど┻  ELD Students and Courses will double┺ Rincon would increase from having にど sections of ELD instruction to having ねど sections of ELD instruction ゅぱ full time ELD teachers┸ currently have ねょ┻  Refugee Students and Support Services will double┻  Exceptional Education Students and Support Services will double┺ 



 

 

Rincon would increase from having ぬぱ sections to having ひに sections of Ex Ed instruction ゅなぱ┻ね full time Ex Ed teachers┸ currently have ば┻のょ┻ 
 Discipline Incidents┺  As of October のth┸ Rincon had accrued にぱ distinct student incidents┸ while Catalina had accrued ねの┸ which would bring the Rincon total to ばぬ total incidents┻ The only school close to that number as of October のth┸ would be Tucson High with のに total incidents┸ with double the student population of Rincon and Catalina combined┻   
 Culinary Arts┺ Rincon will gain など sections of Culinary Arts from Catalina as we currently have zero┻ 
 Construction┺ Rincon will gain の sections of Construction from Catalina as we currently have zero┻ 
 AVID┺ Rincon will gain an AVID program coordinator and four sections of AVID as we currently have zero┻ 
 Pima Writing などな┺ Rincon will gain one section of Pima Writing as we currently have zero┻ 
 Arabic ゅone section of foreign languageょ┺ Rincon will gain one section of Arabic as we currently have zero┻ 
 Family Engagement Center┺ Rincon does not have a family engagement center so room could be made at Rincon to move the center from Catalina to Rincon┻ 
 Classroom【Campus Space┺ University High has approximately なにどど students┸ utilizing approximately のど classrooms┻ Vacating these spaces will allow Rincon to restructure classroom assignments to create a more cohesive campus┸ making room for the additional staff and new programs from Catalina┻  
 Additional Administration┸ Faculty and Staff┺ Additional administration┸ faculty and staff from Catalina will be absorbed┻ Rincon has approximately はど teachers┻ Combined with Catalina the teacher total will almost double to ななど┻ We will also double our Ex Ed TAs from なは to approximately ぬに┻ 



 

 

 
bょ Projected decreases for Rincon High School 

 Access to AP Calculus B┽C┸ AP Physics┸ AP Art Studio and German Foreign Language courses┺ Rincon does not have enough students to have full sections of the above listed AP courses nor does it have the AP teachers to teach these classes┸ so with the move of University High┸ these offerings will not be available to Rincon students┻  Currently┸ Rincon students can enroll in the classes that are offered through University High┻ 
 Choir decrease┺ Rincon currently has ぬば choir students out of ひの┻ Catalina currently offers one section of choir┻  
 Orchestra decrease by に【ぬ┺ Rincon currently has にな orchestra students out of ぱね┻ Catalina currently does not offer orchestra┻ It is possible that with only approximately にど students┸ Rincon would not be able to offer Orchestra┻   
 Band decrease by half┺ Rincon currently has はぱ band students out of にどぬ┻ Catalina currently offers one section of band┻ 
 Dance decrease by almost half┺ Rincon currently has のな students in dance out of なねは┻ Catalina does not currently offer dance┻  
 Complete loss of Color Guard┺ Rincon currently has は students in color guard out of ぬぱ┻ Catalina does not currently offer color guard ゅto my knowledgeょ┻ 
 Decrease the amount of student clubs available by almost half ゅぬど clubs are sponsored by UHSょ┺ Rincon students currently have はの student clubs available┻ However┸ ぬど of those clubs are sponsored by University High club sponsors┻ 
 Decrease in most sports┸ especially the ╉non┽traditional╊ sports such as golf┸ tennis┸ swim┸ cross┽country┺ Mr┻ House is working on a thorough report regarding our athletics┻ 



 

 

 Site Letter Grade at first ゅbringing in students who have been on D statusょ┺ Rincon recently received a C letter grade┻ Catalina recently received a D letter grade┻ Combining the two schools has the potential to lower Rincon╆s letter grade┸ at least initially┸ until we have time to create a new culture and improve student performance related to the new population we will be receiving┻ 
 Possible decrease in student attendance┺ Catalina attendance last year was ぱば┻ばガ and Rincon attendance was ひな┻ばガ┻   

C┻ University High School 
 

な┻ Site Council Report 

Question の┺ Possible drawbacks for students┸ school and community┻ 

なょ Drawbacks for students Uncertainty about the timeline of events is concerning for students┻ Should this plan be adopted┸ students might be worried about familiarizing themselves with a new campus┸ a new neighborhood┸ and ultimately a different school identity and culture┻  There are students at UHS who are comfortable with the current situation at Rincon and would prefer not to have any change┻  There are UHS students who enjoy the shared campus because it allows them to interact with their friends from Rincon on a daily basis┻ They would lose this opportunity if UHS gains its own independent site┻  The proposed move creates uncertainty for students about the inevitable change to school culture on the new campus┻ School culture includes academics┸ fine arts┸ and athletics┸ as well as relationships between students and attitudes towards themselves┻ At this time the form of these changes and the consequences of them are unclear┻     



 

 

にょ Drawbacks for school Regardless of the transition┸ schools need to follow an established series of events throughout the year in order to function properly┻ This makes planning for registration┸ summer programs┸ and even end of year checkout more difficult┻  The act of physically moving an entire campus to another site will be time consuming and labor intensive┻  It will require a thorough inventory of all furniture┸ technology┸ and supplies at each site┻ At this point it is unclear how many physical items will need to be moved between the two sites┻ There is also concern that the division of property and materials could be politicized and contentious if not handled appropriately by the district┻  There would be a need for renovations on the new site to accommodate current UHS programs and teaching practices┻ Any renovations would likely begin after the move┹ therefore┸ UHS would have to compromise the needs of some programs and practices in the short┽term┻  There is also concern on how these renovations would be funded┻   The population increase┸ which can be seen as an advantage┸ will also have a negative impact on national measures of student success┻  Increased growth may affect the national ranking of UHS and┸ as school size increases┸ the school╆s percentage ranking could drop┻ 
ぬょ Drawbacks for community Parents and community members are also concerned about the uncertainty surrounding the move┻ This is especially problematic for the parents of incoming freshmen┸ as the potential relocation of UHS might affect their decision whether or not to enroll their child in the school┻  There are some UHS parents who enjoy the shared campus and do not want change┻ 

 Parents may have students attending both UHS and Rincon┸ and the possible relocation would make transportation more difficult for these families┻ 



 

 

 There is concern about how this change could negatively affect the RUHS Marching Band ┽┽one of the most successful and well known programs on campus ┽┽ and the RUMBA booster program associated with it┻  There is a perception within the wider community that UHS does not deserve its own campus┸ regardless of the school╆s enrollment growth┸ academic success and increased diversity┻ For some people┸ this includes the belief that UHS should not exist at all┻  Transportation will need to be provided to UHS students to the new campus site┸ as they will no longer be able to utilize the existing Rincon bus routes┻  
 Related to this┸ eastside families would have a longer commute ゅの┽など minsょ to the new site  

Question は┺ Indicate possible benefits for students┸ school and community┻ 

なょ Benefits for students 

 UHS staff will be able to identify and implement best practices for its unique community to better serve the needs of its stakeholders ‒ especially students┻  Examples of this include but are not limited to a Freshmen House program┸ athletic recruitment┸ and advisory and conference times built into the school day┻ ぇ UHS students would be able to embrace and celebrate the identity of their school┻ This would lead to an increase in school spirit┸ student┽centered events┸ and participation in traditional high school events┻ 
 Currently UHS has no control over their master calendar and facilities┻ With an independent site┸ UHS will would have increased flexibility to host events such as minority symposiums┸ district events┸ student leadership conferences┸ college visits and programs┸ student club conventions┸ and middle school connections┻ These events would allow and encourage our students to demonstrate their leadership ability and engage more fully with the community┻  



 

 

ぇ A non┽overenrolled school setting would allow for more students to park legally at the school site┻ 
にょ Benefits for school 

 Increased enrollment is a benefit for the school and the district as we will be able to recruit students at an independent site┻  UHS student enrollment has steadily increased since the enrollment cap was lifted in にどなな┸ and we believe that this trend will not only continue but also increase until UHS is able to fill the Catalina campus to full capacity┻  ぇ An independent site will allow UHS to create their own identity and encourage connections to the school┸ as we will be able to develop our own fight song┸ traditions┸ expanded PBIS practices┸ school spirit┸ independent practices┸ athletic teams┸ band┸ etc┻   ぇ UHS would have the space to develop and implement programs to better support our own students┻ An independent site would increase our ability to react to students╆ needs as they arise throughout the year┻  ぇ UHS decision making can be made independently from another high school including a unique bell schedule┸ testing schedule┸ assemblies┸ conference periods┸ PBIS practices┸ culture and climate efforts┸ and more┻   ぇ UHS will be able to schedule events on campus and reserve areas to best suit their studentsｆ needs without conflicting with another high school or asking permission from another school administration ぇ Shared employees on the RUHS site including the librarian┸ nurse┸ finance manager┸ and athletic director experience inequitable workloads┻ The relocation of UHS would allow these positions to focus on serving the needs on one school and create more appropriate employment conditions and expectations for these staff members┻  ぇ Having an independent UHS site would provide a solution to the issue of the graduation ceremony having outgrown Centennial Hall┻ 



 

 

ぬょ Benefits for community 

 UHS will be able to recruit and support all students who are offered admission and will have facilities to accommodate growth┻  This would also allow UHS to implement additional recruitment and retention efforts specifically targeting African American and Mexican American students┻  ぇ Increased student enrollment at UHS will also increase district funding┸ and support the districts╆ overall goals of retaining students and establishing financial stability and growth┻  ぇ UHS will be able to expand and include offerings and programs regarding what is best for UHS students┸ without having to receive permission from a separate high school  ぇ Donors will have more buy┽in to an independent site┸ helping UHS serve its stakeholders more effectively and taking some financial burden off the district as well┻   ぇ By supporting this potential relocation┸ the community would see that TUSD values the hard work┽taking place at UHS┻ 
 

Question ば┺ If the Governing Board approves move┸ what conditions would be 

necessary in order to have a successful transition for students┸ school and 

community╂ 

なょ Conditions for successfully transitioning the students ぇ We need to follow through on offering the courses students select in January to maintain as much stability and continuity in our curriculum┻ ぇ We need to run an effective summer bridge program ゅBoostょ for our future ひth graders and Bounce for our future などth graders┸ preferably at the new site┻  ぇ We need to listen┸ explore┸ develop┸ and offer the unique courses┸ bell schedules┸ and traditions that the students will help create┻  



 

 

ぇ We need to support the effects of the transition on students to an independent site┻ This would include close communication with students to address questions and concerns they may have and encourage their participation in the development of new and sustained traditions┻ ぇ We need to have enough textbooks┸ technology┸ and other educational materials available on day one for students to be successful┻   ぇ We need a timeline for the division of athletic and fine arts equipment┸ as well as any other shared resources between Rincon and UHS┻ This timeline also needs to include how and when these equipment and resources will be implemented at the new UHS site┻ 
にょ Conditions for successfully transitioning the school┻ ぇ We will need to know a timeline including dates for how the school will physically move┸ make repairs┸ organize┸ rebrand and create a new campus culture on the new site┻   ぇ All affected sites would need to complete a comprehensive inventory of supplies【furniture┻ The district would need to be involved in deciding what property is relocated┻  ぇ We need an opportunity to visit and evaluate the Catalina campus in order to determine how UHS can implement current programs and teaching practices┻  ぇ We will need to relocate some programs currently housed at Catalina to other available TUSD sites┻ ぇ We will need to renovate existing locations ゅsuch as the airplane hangarょ in order to accommodate UHS fine art programs┻ ぇ To most effectively run admissions┸ we will need to move Accountability and Research into the Catalina spaces that will be vacated by the program relocation┻   ぇ Current UHS administration┸ faculty┸ and staff must also be transferred to the new site┻ 



 

 

ぇ We need to hire the staff we currently lack┸ as well as part┽time and full┽time positions that are currently shared between Rincon and UHS┻ ぇ We need to continue to get training for staff regarding our growing population and to be intentional about continuing our practices that are already positively occurring┸ either naturally or by happenstance┻  ぇ All UHS transportable property and resources that were purchased by the Foundation or donated specifically to UHS need to move with the school ゅex┺ Gabe Zimmerman bench┸ Alumni bricks┸ computersょ┻ 
ぬょ Conditions for successfully transitioning the community┻ 

 We will need to be informed regarding a timeline including dates for how the school will physically move┸ make repairs┸ organize┸ rebrand and create a new campus┻   
 Families will need time to be part of the decision making in regards to creating new traditions and sustaining new ones on the campus┻ Frequent communication with all stakeholders is a critical component for a successful transition┻  
 The successful separation of shared activities┸ classes┸ and resources could be challenging┻ Even though UHS and Rincon largely function as two separate schools┸ there are some areas of overlap that will need to be addressed┻ 
 Dissolving or dividing Booster clubs for athletics or fine arts ゅsuch as RUMBAょ that are shared between the schools┻ 
 Dissolving or dividing sports equipment┸ uniforms┸ instruments┸ and other materials that are utilized by the shared fine arts and athletic programs┻  
 Separating the funds of club accounts that have students from both schools ゅsuch as JSAょ┻   
 Separating the materials in the RUHS library┸ and determining how the CHS library will be incorporated into the relocation┻  



 

 

Question ぱ┺ Other information to share or needed information that would be 

helpful 

なょ Benefits to Tucson Unified School District Any decision regarding the reconfiguration of high schools is difficult┸ as it affects such a large number of current students and community members┻ However┸ the decision to relocate UHS to Catalina and combine Catalina with Rincon will have beneficial long┽term effects on student enrollment and the financial stability of TUSD┻ UHS has a proven track record of attracting students from outside the district and retaining students within TUSD boundaries who did not attend a TUSD middle school┻ The issues of increased student enrollment and financial stability are especially relevant given the recent announcement of a ｕね┻の million budget shortfall for the にどなば┽にどなぱ school year┻   In addition┸ this reconfiguration would create a thriving and robust midtown high school on the current Rincon campus┻ This high school would be able to offer a full array of athletic and fine art programs┸ student clubs and programs┸ and increased electives and ALE opportunities for students at that school┻ Current Catalina students and faculty are faced with the loss of programs and classes on a yearly basis┸ which creates an atmosphere of uncertainty and instability and ultimately contributes to declining enrollment and poor academic performance┸ furthering aggravating district wide problems┻  This is a decision that will support the long┽term financial and academic success of the district┸ which can be difficult to understand when faced with arguments that address short┽term concerns┻  Should this plan move forward┸ there will be disruption and an emotional impact on all three school communities and some cost that will need to be absorbed by the district┻ However┸ as elected officials┸ the TUSD Governing Board is responsible for making choices that will benefit the long┽term health and success of district┻ 



 

 

にょ Responses to Alternate Proposals We recognize that the TUSD Governing Board will be presented with other options for consideration regarding the relocation of UHS┻ We wanted to provide counterarguments to these anticipated proposals┻ 
 Move Rincon to Catalina 

o With the most recent letter grades issued to TUSD schools┸ Rincon is currently ranked as a C school┸ whereas the neighboring schools of Catalina and Palo Verde are ranked as D schools┻ When deciding on school closures in the past┸ the TUSD Board has refused to consolidate students onto sites with a record of lower academic performance┻ 
o The Rincon student population currently is between などどど┽ななどど┸ and combined with Catalina ゅばどど┽ぱどどょ would create the same issue of overcapacity at Catalina that currently exists on the Rincon【UHS campus┻ 
o TUSD would likely see the same resistance from the Rincon population┻ 

 Move UHS to Santa Rita 
o Rincon would not be able to sustain successful athletic and fine art programs on their own┻ If UHS were moved to Santa Rita and no other student population was transferred in to replace the loss of the UHS students┸ then Rincon would become an under┽enrolled high school and potentially experience similar issues to those that we are seeing at Catalina┻ 
o UHS attracts student from all over Pima County┸ and therefore a central location in Tucson is critical for maintaining the school╆s success and identity┻ Santa Rita is located in the southeast corner of Tucson┸ and would therefore aggravate transportation issues 



 

 

from our students who travel from the west and southwest sides of the city┻ 
 Dissolve or Split UHS 

o UHS is a school┸ not a program┸ and has existed for ねな years┻ It has survived throughout the Fisher┽Mendoza lawsuit┸ where its existence and admissions process have been validated by the USP┻ 
o Dissolving UHS would cause the district to potentially lose additional students who choose specifically to enter or re┽enter the district to attend this particular school┻ 
o Splitting or duplicating UHS would be detrimental to the school╆s success and identity┻ A critical mass is necessary to offer the electives that UHS currently provides its students┻ This would include the ability to offer AP courses on a yearly basis┻  The culture of UHS would be lost if the school were split between two different sites and relegated to the status of an ╉honors program╊┻ 
o UHS has a proven track record of success┸ increased enrollment┸ and increased integration that should be rewarded┸ not punished┻ 

 Move UHS to a Closed Elementary or Middle School 
o With a student population around ななのど┸ UHS is the fifth largest high school in TUSD┻ The student population could not be accommodated at an elementary or middle school site without considerable and expensive renovations on that site┻ 
o UHS prides itself on offering students the comprehensive high school experience with a full range of athletics and fine arts┻ Elementary and middle school sites do not have the facilities necessary to serve a high school population and programs┻ This would include science labs┸ competition level sports fields┸ gymnasiums┸ and fine arts facilities┻ 

 Maintain the Status┽Quo 



 

 

o The current RUHS shared campus is at ななぬガ capacity┸ and neither school has room to grow┻ Maintaining the status quo would not allow for increased student enrollment and retention at these popular schools┻ 
o The status┽quo does not help to address larger problems that the district is currently facing┸ including declining enrollment┸ inefficient use of district facilities┸ and financial instability┻ 

ぬょ Questions to Consider if No Action is taken 

 How will UHS and Rincon restore and improve their professional relationship╂   
 How will UHS continue to grow and provide equitable education to the students who want and deserve it╂ 
 Will a financial investment be made to expand the facility to accommodate both Rincon and University High Schools╂  
 How do we remove the current barriers that exist on a shared campus when attempting to do what is best for the current and future UHS students╂ 
 How will the district address the perception that UHS students do not deserve the same resources and services as other high schools╂ This is an issue of equity┻  

ねょ University High School Mission Statement ╉UHS is a special function high school which serves students who are academically 

focused and intellectually gifted and provides curriculum and social support not offered 

in the comprehensive high school┻╊ Originally adopted by the TUSD Governing Board April なひぱば┻  



 

 

に┻ Site Effects ゅStaffing┸ Athletics┸ Fine Arts┸ Other Programsょ 
aょ Staffing University High School staff would remain in tact and would require the addition of several positions that are currently under Rincon╆s docket┻  As Rincon and Catalina merge┸ the budget line for Catalina╆s staff that overlap with Rincon╆s could be transferred to UHS at which point UHS could go through the competitive hiring process to fill the needed positions┻  Those positions are listed below and as UHS already has などど or more students in each of the three Fine Arts classes┸ we are confident we that we can offer full┽time positions as the school enrollment continues to increase┻  The positions that will not likely overlap but where UHS has need are African American Recruitment and Retention Coordinator and Admissions Coordinator┻  The addition positions University High School would need are┺ 

 UHS needs to retain all current employees┻ 
 UHS will need the following teachers┺ 

o Choir 
o Orchestra 
o Theatre【Drama 

 UHS will need the following Blue Collar 
o Custodians 
o Grounds 
o Engineer 
o Security 

 UHS will need the following non┽instructional positions┺ 
o Assistant Principal to oversee facilities┸ operations┸ athletics┸ ┃ activities 
o Administrative Assistant 
o Athletic Director 
o Athletic Trainer 



 

 

o Nurse 
o Psychologist 
o Finance Manager 
o African American Recruitment ┃ Retention Coordinator 
o African American Student Specialist 
o Mexican American Student Specialist 
o Admissions Coordinator 
o Curriculum Integration Specialist【MTSS Coordinator      

 Coaches for sports┺ 

  
bょ Athletics University High School values the opportunity to compete independently in whichever conference the AIA places us┻  UHS currently has enough student athletes 



 

 

that compete in sports that we do not need to share an athletic department with another school to field teams┻  We cherish the opportunity to have our mascot celebrated┸ our attire donned┸ our fight song played┸ and our athletes to have the opportunity to represent their school┻  Though we believe we can strengthen the sense of belonging┸ pride┸ and identity at UHS by representing UHS independently┸ we understand the financial constraints of the move and would consider alternatives including competing in non┽UHS uniforms or with non┽UHS official colors until the situation could be remedied┻  The funding for the coaches listed below is primarily already in place┻  As Rincon and Catalina merge┸ the budget line for Catalina╆s coaches that overlap with Rincon╆s could be transferred to UHS at which point UHS could go through the competitive hiring process to fill the necessary coaching positions┻   At UHS┸ we do not know the extent of the programs that Catalina has so we can only assume that we may need to hire additional head coaches for swim┸ golf boys and girls┸ and assistants for programs where UHS will have ぬ levels and Catalina had fewer┻  This would require additional coaching stipends┻  We also can╆t predict how many levels a combined Rincon and Catalina will have so perhaps some of those costs would be differed there┻  Overall┸ athletics are critical to recruitment for UHS┻  An independent┸ and ideally successful┸ athletics program would continue to set us apart from Basis as in terms of providing a complete high school experience and could put us on par athletically with Salpointe┸ Catalina Foothills┸ and the Vail school district where we are already academically superior┻ 
 UHS will need the following non┽instructional positions┺ 

o Additional Assistant Principal to oversee facilities┸ operations┸ athletics┸ ┃ activities 
o Administrative Assistant 
o Athletic Director 
o Assistant Athletic Director 
o Athletic Trainer 
o Finance Manager 



 

 

o Assistant Finance Manager  
 New color scheme at Catalina site to represent UHS 
 Uniforms for all sports 
 Coaches for sports┺ 

  
cょ Fine Arts UHS has an enormous fine arts program┻  UHS has enough students in fine arts that we do not need to share a fine arts program with another school┻  The teachers under the UHS docket would move with UHS ゅBand and Danceょ  As Rincon and Catalina merge┸ the budget line for Catalina╆s staff that overlap with Rincon╆s could be transferred to UHS at which point UHS could go through the competitive hiring process to fill the needed positions ゅChoir┸ Theater and Orchestraょ┻  Those positions are listed below and as UHS already has などど or more students in each of the three Fine Arts classes┸ we are confident we that we can offer full┽time positions as the school enrollment continues to increase┻  The positions that will not likely overlap but where UHS has need are listed below┻ 

 UHS will need the following teachers┺ 



 

 

o Choir 
o Orchestra 
o Theatre【Drama ゅStage Crew Leadょ 

 UHS will need the following non┽instructional positions┺ 
o Assistant Principal to oversee facilities┸ operations┸ athletics┸ ┃ activities 
o Administrative Assistant 
o Athletic Director 
o Finance Manager 
o Assistant Finance Manager  

 Uniforms for┺ 
o Band 
o Choir 

 Facilities┺ 
o UHS will need to utilize┸ renovate┸ and repurpose the hangar as a band room┻  

dょ Other Programs University High School would like to create a ひth grade house program that incorporates three subject areas collaborating┻  As part of the program┸ we want to modify the bell schedule┸ which is not currently possible with a second high school making decisions that directly affect UHS┻  UHS would like to expand its PBIS program including signage┸ assemblies┸ and more but cannot currently do that because a second high school has one of its classes in the auditorium┻  University High School would like to incorporate connections with local middle schools and the surrounding community starting with a mentoring program┸ a minority symposium series through the University of Arizona┸ a teacher┽mentoring program┸ partnerships with football and soccer programs in the community┸ and increase recruitment effort┻  UHS is 



 

 

currently unable to make those connections because the shared campus requires two┽school approval 
 UHS will need the following non┽instructional positions┺ 

o Assistant Principal 
o Administrative Assistant 
o Athletic Director 
o Finance Manager 
o Assistant Finance Manager  

 UHS will look to create┺ 
o ひth grade house program including positioning classrooms in the same area┸ holding house specific activities and assemblies┸ a fluid support system built into the bell schedule possibly resembling what was done at Stevenson Adlai in Chicago┻ 

 UHS can expand ゅUHS currently shares wall space┸ bell schedules┸ sports and Fine Arts programs┸ and more with another high school and does not have the opportunity to pursue what is best for its individual students┻  For example┸ the shared auditorium is currently a classroom making assemblies or special lecture impossible┻ょ┺ 
o PBIS 
o Assemblies 
o Modify bell schedule to fit needs 
o Accountability and Research ┽ ゅWe would like to move A ┃ R to Catalina so that we can support them as they are supporting UHS admissions┻  Things like contacting families┸ stuffing and mailing responses┸ coordinating events┸ etc┻ would be exponentially easier and could limit the chance for another horrible admissions cycle┻ょ 

 Facilities┺ 
o UHS will need to utilize┸ renovate┸ and repurpose the hangar as a band room┻ 



 

 

 
ぬ┻ Transition Effects 

aょ Student Diversity UHS has grown over ぬのガ in both African American and Hispanic populations over the past の years┻  With that in mind┸ UHS will continue to target and enhance its recruitment and retention of minority students in order to continue to diversify its enrollment┻  Additionally┸ UHS hopes to implement the following practices that recruit staff members from minority populations┺   
 Transportation is needed to ensure that our minority populations have the opportunity to get to and from school without the transportation impacting their ability to be successful at UHS┻  We need to implement an express shuttle bus from Pueblo for students coming from the South West side of Tucson┻  Additionally┸ we need to research and if applicable provide an express bus from the East side of Tucson┻ 
 Step┽up Day┻  One day per year we host over のどど middle school students who have initially qualified for UHS admissions per their Cogat scores to show them what is available at UHS and what UHS is like┻  A counselor╆s brunch is held concurrently┸ which gives the counselors an opportunity to understand the UHS admissions process and the experience of the students who attend UHS┻   

o District representatives from African American and Mexican American Student Services present need to be present at Step┽Up Day 
o UHS needs to continue to reflect on and adapt Step┽Up Day and the connected Counselors Brunch in order to meet the needs of potential UHS students 
o UHS needs to fully utilize the feedback it receives at Step┽Up Day including how we can improve the actual day and what 



 

 

information students need in order to feel confident choosing UHS as their high school┻ i┻ UHS need to individually contact all students who attended Step┽Up Day and requested additional information or said they were uncertain about where they would attend high school next year ゅなにに students this yearょ┻ ii┻ UHS will group the なにに students by interest and create an opportunity for those students to return to campus to experience a program geared toward their interests┻ 
 Contact students admitted to UHS in にどなは and にどなば who declined admission┻ UHS will re┽invite all students who qualified previously but turned down acceptance in にどなは and にどなば┻ 
 UHS needs an African American Recruitment and Retention Specialist to focus on recruitment of and provide academic support for African American students┻  UHS would also need an African American Student Services staff member 
 UHS needs a Mexican American Student Services staff member┻ 
 Facilitate pilot programs at UHS  

o UHS will need a Marketing Director┻ i┻ This position would provide guidance to current UHS employees on how to better marker the school┻ ii┻ This position would create recruitment opportunities for current UHS employees┻ iii┻ This position would need to build relationship with surrounding community┻ iv┻ This position would need to help educate the community about UHS┻ v┻ This position would help to identity and educate target audiences including possible future UHS staff members┻ 



 

 

o UHS needs to implement a House System for ひth grade students i┻ Three Honors English ひ teachers┸ ぬ AP Human Geography teachers┸ and ぬ AP Environmental Science teachers will be grouped with the same students in order to provide a more articulated cross┽curricular freshman experience as well as to better support students through collaboration and a feeling of place and purpose┻ ii┻ The House teachers will teach ね of the same class┸ have a regular planning period┸ and have a planning period┸ which must be dedicated to House collaboration and work┻ 
o UHS needs to consider mandatory conference period or lunch assistance for students who are struggling┻  This could loosely follow the Stevenson Adlai method of modified bell schedules and fluid attendance requirements based on need┻ 
o UHS needs to consider providing shadowing experiences for students who have qualified for admittance but are uncertain about if they will attend┻ 
o UHS may consider admitting students who score a は stanine on the Cogat with specific supports and requirements in place including but not limited to summer boot camp┸ required placement in a Student Support Center during the school year┸ and maintaining a specified GPA in core subjects┻ 

 Middle School Partnerships 
o UHS needs to utilize Springboard starting as early as possible to serve all students with pre┽AP skills 
o UHS needs to create partnerships with diverse TUSD schools i┻ UHS students will provide mentoring┸ club leadership【collaboration┸ and support to TUSD partner middle school students┻ 



 

 

o UHS needs to build a guest teacher program i┻ UHS teachers will present guest lectures at partner schools to model for teachers and to market the school to students 
o UHS needs to serve as a professional development school leading the vertical articulation of pre┽AP curriculum to AP curriculum┻ i┻ UHS teachers will work with classroom teachers from TUSD schools to integrate Pre┽AP and【or honors curriculum┻  

 Things UHS is already doing with the goal of diversifying its population 
o UHS meets with every present ばth grade student at every TUSD middle school to market the school and explain the Cogat testing process┻ 
o UHS meets with every non┽TUSD student whose schools permit us access┻ 
o UHS utilizes marketing materials to inform and recruit students 
o UHS hosts an African American Scholars dinner two times per year 
o UHS hosts two spring informational meetings open to TUSD and non┽TUSD families 
o UHS hosts a Welcome Freshmen Celebration in February 
o UHS gives tours to interested students and families 
o UHS Ambassadors ゅstudentsょ travel to TUSD middle schools to help recruit future Penguins 
o UHS hosts a Step┽Up Day for all TUSD and non┽TUSD middle ぱth grade students who have initially qualified for UHS admission┻ 
o UHS hosts a Counselors Brunch to inform Tucson Counselors about the admissions process and the UHS student experience┻ 
o UHS offers a multiple measure for admissions to students who do not initially meet the のど point criteria┻ 
o UHS attends the high school Expo sponsored by TUSD┻ 



 

 

o UHS staff has been trained on appropriately completing the hiring process to ensure impartiality to all applicants┻ 
o UHS currently provides students with the TUSD provided Suntran passes┻ 

bょ  Staff Diversity UHS meets the minimum requirement for diversity within our staff per the district╆s model but is striving to increase that diversity to better reflect its student population┻  UHS hired nine staff members for the にどなば┽なぱ school year and ににガ of those hired were minorities┻  Of those nine positions┸ only ぬ had applicants of minority background and in two of those cases we hired the targeted minority┻  Below are ぬ steps UHS will implement in an attempt to continue to attract diverse candidates and hire a more diverse staff┻ 
な┻ Partnerships UHS is connected to local higher education institutions but needs to continue to strengthen those connections in order to identify more African American and Hispanic teachers┻ 

 UHS will reach  out to University of Arizona and Pima Community College to identify strong teacher candidates of African American and Hispanic backgrounds 
 UHS will request and train student teachers who are African American and Hispanic origin in order to maintain academic standards and to recruit staff members┻ 
 UHS will reach out to University of Arizona╆s Mexican and African American Studies Departments to request they provide our students and staff guest lectures and【or symposiums on culturally relevant topics┻  This needs to be hosted on our campus┻  Ideally┸ this will provide us the opportunity to create a better understanding of race on our campus and to create a more attractive workplace for all ethnicities┻ 



 

 

に┻ Recommended Pilot Programs utilizing a Marketing 

Director 

 This position would provide guidance to current UHS employees on how to better market the school to African American and Hispanic candidates┻ 
 This position would create recruitment opportunities for current UHS employees to go and share their experiences in an attempt to attract African American and Hispanic candidates┻ 
 This position would need to build relationship with surrounding community in an attempt to attract African American and Hispanic candidates┻ 
 This position would need to help educate the Tucson community about UHS in an attempt to attract African American and Hispanic candidates┻ 
 This position would help to identity and educate target audiences in an attempt to attract African American and Hispanic candidates┻ 
 This position would need to help fundraise for the purpose of enhancing the educational experience for UHS staff and students  

cょ Changes in Revenue のどガ of University High School students did not attend a TUSD middle or K┽ぱ school┻  Many of those students live within the TUSD boundaries and are only brought back to TUSD because of the option to attend UHS┻  With an independent campus┸ more students will be able to attend UHS and┸ which will increases district revenue┻  Students who turn down admission to UHS often reference the shared campus as the deciding factor┻   UHS having an independent site would remove barriers that currently keep students from choosing UHS and subsequently TUSD┻  University High School is currently unable to decide which community partnerships and connections it would like to create┸ but as an independent site┸ UHS would be provided that opportunity┻  If UHS could freely form partnerships and connections┸ UHS and TUSD could both benefit financially┻   



 

 

Consolidating Rincon and Catalina into one campus and moving UHS to Catalina would provide a savings to the district based on the right sizing of the staff┻  Currently both Rincon and Catalina High Schools have three administrators and UHS has two administrators┻  With the transfer of UHS and Catalina┸ Rincon will require only four administrators and UHS only three administrators┻  The consolidated high school would make several other positions redundant as well┻  The overall district savings would include one principal┸ one assistant principal┸ one office manager┸ one attendance clerk┸ one college and career coordinator┸ one registrar┸ one MTSS coordinator┸ one curriculum integration specialist┸ and one student data analyst┻  



 

 

  



 

 

dょ Process ゅone┽step or twoょ Below are two tables that compare the relative advantages of closing Catalina High School in one┽step versus phasing it out by halting new enrollment┻ The phasing out of Catalina High School would be more expensive than a one┽time closure due to decreased enrollment┸ overlapping in faculty and staff and the need to maintain three administrative teams 

  



 

 

           



 

 

  
II┻ Draft Desegregation Impact Analysis ゅDIAょ   

 
Action┺ Proposal to merge Catalina and Rincon High Schools at the Rincon campus┸ and to move University High School to the Catalina campus┻ 
 

Summary┺ On October ぬ┸ にどなば┸ the TUSD Governing Board voted to direct TUSD staff to conduct further study of the proposal┸ including the development and submission of a report by November にど┸ にどなば┻な  As this proposal will affect student assignment at all three sites ゅCatalina┸ Rincon┸ and UHSょ┸ the District submit  this Desegregation Impact Analysis based on the known information at this time┻ 
 

A┻ Analysis of the impact of the requested action on the District╆s obligation to  

  desegregate┻ 
 

な┻ Projected Impacts of the Action 
a┻ Analysis of Current Growth and Decline rates for UHS The number of students who qualify for admission and accept placement at the ひth grade level primarily determines the change in annual enrollment at UHS┻ Consequently┸ the number of students who qualified and accepted placement for the にどなば┽なぱ school year form the basis of the estimates┻に It is important to note┸ therefore┸ that the number of students who qualify in any one year form an upper limit to enrollment growth┻ In にどなぬ┽なね┸ there were などどひ students in UHS┻ In にどなば┽

                                                           
ヱ Follow┽up reports will likely have additional and【or different data┸ information┸ and analysis┻ This Draft DIA is based on the information and analysis the District had as of the date of submission┻  

 
ヲ A small number of students qualify at both the sophomore and junior grade levels┻  For instance┸ ば out of なに qualified in the にどなは┽なば school year┸ の sophomores enrolled out of a possible なぬ┻ These increases┸ however┸ are offset by student attrition and are therefore not included in the analyses┻ 



 

 

なぱ┸ there are な┸なにに students or ななぬ additional students┻ This equates to an average annual growth rate of about ぬガ┻ This growth is attributable to the fact that the  District offers placement to all students who qualify┻ Table な below shows the changes in ひth grade enrollment over the past five years┸ reflecting an average growth rate of less than なガ per year ゅon average┸ になガ of ひth graders come from out of districtょ┻ 
 

T;HﾉW ヱ ど Nｷﾐデｴ Gヴ;SW EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ H┞ RWゲｷSWﾐI┞ 
 SYヲヰヱンどヱヴ SYヲヰヱヴどヱヵ SYヲヰヱヵどヱヶ SYヲヰヱヶどヱΑ SYヲヰヱΑどヱΒ 

Tﾗデ;ﾉ Γデｴ ｪヴ;SW ンヰΑ ンヱヲ ンヰヲ ヲΒΓ ンヱヶ 
IﾐどDｷゲデヴｷIデ ヲヴΑ ヲンΒ ヲヴン ヲンヴ ヲンΓ 
O┌デどﾗaどDｷゲデヴｷIデ ヶヰ Αヴ ヵΓ ヵヵ ΑΑ  In the にどなは┽なば admissions cycle┸ ぬなは qualified students accepted placement out of ねばの who qualified ゅa decline rate of ぬぬ percentょ┻ For comparison┸ the decline rate in にどなは┽なば was にぱ percent┻ On average┸ the decline rate for UHS has been about ぬど percent over the past few years┻  

b┻ Projected Integration Impacts for UHS Enrollmentぬ In the two scenarios provided below┸ the District assumes an increase in the number of students qualifying and accepting placement if UHS moves to the Catalina campus over four years┻ As all students who are qualified and who accept are admitted to UHS┸ both of these scenarios are based on the addition of students who currently decline placement┸ a group that is typically more Anglo than those who   accept ゅのはガ versus ねはガ in the にどなは┽なば admission cycleょ┻ See the ╉Assumptions╊ section below for the rationale behind both scenarios┻ 
Scenario の┺ Twenty percent of the students who currently qualify but decline will 

accept placement┻ This is equivalent to a のね percent growth in enrollment┻ In the first 

                                                           
ン The District based its enrollment projections on enrollment data and trends from prior years up through the にどなば┽なぱ school year 



 

 

scenario┸ はねグ of the current declines are projected to accept placement┸ which would 

increase the enrollment by about のねグ or ののね students over ぱ years┻ This would 

increase the Anglo student composition by のグ┻  
Scenario は┺ Sixty percent of the students who currently qualify but decline will 

accept placement┻ This would represent the enrollment needed to reach ぶひグ capacity 

on the Catalina campus┻ In the second scenario┸ びねグ of the current declines are 

projected to accept placement┻ This would increase the enrollment to about のぱはね┸ 

which would put the school at ぶひグ utilization in ぱ years┸ and would increase the 

Anglo student composition by はグ┻ 
 

T;HﾉW ヲ に PヴﾗﾃWIデWS Iﾏヮ;Iデ ﾗﾐ UHS EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ O┗Wヴ Fﾗ┌ヴ YW;ヴゲ 
UHS ヴヰデｴ D;┞ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ 

ヲヰヱΑどヲヰヱΒ Aﾐｪﾉﾗ Aaヴ 
Aﾏ Hｷゲヮ N;デ 

Aﾏ 
Aゲｷ;ﾐど 

PI M┌ﾉデｷ Tﾗデ;ﾉ 

 ヵヲヰ ンヵ ンΒΓ ヱ ヱヱヵ ヶヲ ヱヱヲヲ 
 ヴヶХ ンХ ンヵХ ヰХ ヱヰХ ヶХ  

SIWﾐ;ヴｷﾗ ヱ に 
ヱヱヰ ;SSげﾉ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

ヶヲ ヰ ヲΑ ヰ ヱヱ ヱヰ ヱヱヰ 
ヵヶХ ヰХ ヲヴХ ヰХ ヱヰХ ΓХ  

PヴﾗﾃWIデWS UHS EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ ヵΒヲ ンヵ ヴヱヶ ヱ ヱヲヶ Αヲ ヱヲンヲ 
ヴΑХ ンХ ンヴХ ヰХ ヱヰХ ヶХ  

 
SIWﾐ;ヴｷﾗ ヲ に 

ンヰヰ ;SSげﾉ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 
ヱヶΒ ヰ Αン ヰ ンヱ ヲΒ ンヰヰ 
ヵヶХ ヰХ ヲヴХ ヰХ ヱヰХ ΓХ  

PヴﾗﾃWIデWS UHS EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ ヶΒΒ ンヵ ヴヶヲ ヱ ヱヴヶ Γヰ ヱヴヲヲ 

ヴΒХ ヲХ ンヲХ ヰХ ヱヰХ ヶХ  
 The assumption underlying both scenarios is that more students who qualify will accept placements if UHS has its own campus┻ There is some evidence that students who currently qualify but decline placement might accept placement if UHS had its own campus┻ In its initial assessment┸ the District concludes scenario な is more realistic than scenario に┻ The reasons people decline are often highly personal and dynamic ゅe┻g┻ wanting to be with peers┸ less interest in academic rigorょ and have little to do with campus size┸ location┸ or other factors┻ Still┸ the 



 

 

evidence does not show that はどガ of the current declines would accept placement based solely on the question of a single campus┻  Specific┸ targeted actions could mitigate the impacts described above┻ As currently occurs┸ UHS will continue to increase the number of African┽American【Latino qualified students who accept placement┻ UHS will also continue to recruit African┽American【Latino students to apply for admissions┻ However┸ the District already tests all seventh and eighth graders in TUSD schools┸ so to further increase the pool of qualified African┽American and Latino students┸ the District would need to recruit more non┽ TUSD African┽American【Latino students to increase their proportion of the qualified applicant pool┻ 
                        c┻  Projected Integration Impacts for Catalina【Rincon Enrollment If the District implements this proposal┸ two factors would affect enrollment at a merged Catalina【Rincon HS┺ ゅfactor なょ the addition of the Catalina students┹ ゅfactor にょ the loss of open enrollment students at Rincon ゅstudents who may attend Rincon because of siblings at UHS or the opportunity to take UHS classesょ┻ Based on analysis of the closures of Wakefield and Carson┸ the District projects approximately ひのガ ゅabout ばどど studentsょ of current Catalina students would go to the merged Catalina【Rincon HS┻ See the ╉Assumptions╊ section below for the rationale behind this estimate┻ There are currently ねどば open enrollment students at Rincon┻ Based on typical rates of open enrollment at other high schools┸ the District projects there will be ばど less open┽enrollment students at Catalina【Rincon┻ Combining the impact of the two factors┸ the District projects the merged Catalina【Rincon HS will have an estimated total enrollment of about な┸ばどど students┻ Current combined enrollment is な┸ばひひ ゅCatalina ‒ ばねの and Rincon ‒ な┸どのねょ┻ A combined enrollment of な┸ばどど students would put Catalina【Rincon at ぱのガ utilization in year な┻ 



 

 

  



 

 

T;HﾉW ン に PヴﾗﾃWIデWS Iﾏヮ;Iデ ﾗﾐ C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ;っRｷﾐIﾗﾐ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ ﾗ┗Wヴ Fﾗ┌ヴ YW;ヴゲ 
  

Aﾐｪﾉﾗ 
Aaヴ 
Aﾏ 

 
Hｷゲヮ 

N;デ 
Aﾏ 

Aゲｷ;ﾐど 
PI 

 
M┌ﾉデｷ 

 
Tﾗデ;ﾉ 

Sデ;デ┌ゲ 

C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ヴヰデｴ D;┞ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ 
ヲヰヱΑどヲヰヱΒ 

ヱΒΒ ヱヲΓ ンヴヲ ヲヱ ヴΓ ヱヶ Αヴヵ  
ヲヵХ ヱΑХ ヴヶХ ンХ ΑХ ヲХ  IﾐデWｪヴ;デWS 

  
RｷﾐIﾗﾐ ヴヰデｴ D;┞ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ 

ヲヰヱΑどヲヰヱΒ 
ヲヰΓ ヱヴヲ ヶヱΑ Γ ンΒ ンΓ ヱヰヵヴ  
ヲヰХ ヱンХ ヵΓХ ヱХ ヴХ ヴХ  IﾐデWｪヴ;デWS 

F;Iデﾗヴ ヱぎ ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ に Αヰヰ ;SSげﾉ ゲデ┌SW  デゲ 

ヱΑΑ ヱヲヱ ンヲヱ ヲヰ ヴヶ ヱヵ Αヰヰ  
ヲヵХ ヱΑХ ヴヶХ ンХ ΑХ ヲХ   

F;Iデﾗヴ ヲぎ RｷﾐIﾗﾐ OE ﾉﾗゲゲ に Αヰ 
aW┘Wヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

ヱΑ Α ンΓ ヰ ヱ ヶ Αヰ  
ヲヴХ ヱヰХ ヵヶХ ヰХ ヱХ ΓХ   

Tﾗデ;ﾉ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ Cｴ;ﾐｪW ヱヶヰ ヱヱヴ ヲΒヲ ヲヰ ヴヵ Γ ヶンヰ  
 ヲヵХ ヱΒХ ヴヵХ ンХ ΑХ ヱХ   

PヴﾗﾃWIデWS C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ;っRｷﾐIﾗﾐ 
EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ 

ンヶΓ ヲヵヶ ΒΓΓ ヲΓ Βン ヴΒ ヱヶΒヴ  
ヲヲХ ヱヵХ ヵンХ ヲХ ヵХ ンХ  IﾐデWｪヴ;デWS 

 

d┻   Loss of student to Other Districts Catalina currently enrolls にね students from other districts and なに TUSD students that live north of the Rillito River┻ The most likely areas of loss to other districts would come from these ぬは students┻  
e┻ Data Sources and Assumptions Data Sources All of the data is the ねどth┽day data from the student data system for the school year specified┻ Residency is determined by address matching┻  Catalina Area Enrollment Losses Based on a study of school closures┸ particularly Wakefield and Carson┸ TUSD can expect enrollment losses of にガ to などガ when a school is closed┻ The District expects a higher percentage when there other educational alternatives ゅfor Carson┸ there were other charter school optionsょ┻ As reported above┸ the other factors that  led to an estimated loss of ねの students for Catalina are the number of students in proximity to Catalina Foothills School District and the open enrollment from other districts┻ The District expects the loss to other TUSD schools to be minimal because 



 

 

the school┸ Tucson Magnet High School┸ is at capacity and the relative distance to other high schools is a disincentive to attendance┻  Rincon High School Enrollment Losses The open┽enrollment component of Rincon is about ねどガ┸ compared to ぬどガ for other┸ non┽magnet high schools┻ Anecdotal information provided by School Community Services suggests that the relatively high level of open enrollment at Rincon is due to the presence of UHS┻ This is supported by the fact that にどぬ of the ねどば open┽enrollment students at Rincon are taking UHS classes┻ The projected loss┸ then┸ is based on the assumption all open┽enrollment students from the Catalina Area ゅなになょ will remain at Rincon┸ all siblings of UHS students ゅになょ will leave┸ and all other open enrollment students will drop to the expected ぬどガ level┻ School Capacities  The school capacities in this report are the operating capacities of the permanent structuresをportables are not i n c l u d e d ┹ however┸ instructional spaces that currently used for non┽instructional activities are included┻  Projections The District developed estimated impacts by applying the above assumptions to にどなば┽なぱ data as though four years had passed with no changes to the source data┻ Existing trends and anticipated socio┽ economic changes are not included in the projected impacts┻    



 

 

ヱく Special Populations 

;く PHLOTE Students and English Language Learners ゅELLsょ 
 

 PHLOTE 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲヴ 

Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ L;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW 
LW;ヴﾐWヴゲ ふELLゲぶ 

Tﾗデ;ﾉ 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

Sデ;aaｷﾐｪ 

 
C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; 

 
ンンヶ ふヴンХぶ 

 
ヱヱΒ ふヱヵХぶ 

 
ΑΑΑ 

ヴくヰ FTE ELD TW;IｴWヴゲ 
ヱくヰ FTE SｴWﾉデWヴWS M;デｴ TW;IｴWヴ 

ヱくヰ FTE ELL CﾗﾗヴSｷﾐ;デﾗヴ 
 

RｷﾐIﾗﾐ 
 

ヴヵΑ ふヴンХぶ 
 

ΒΑ ふΒХぶ 
 

ヱがヰΑヴ 
ヴくヰ FTE ELD TW;IｴWヴゲ 

ヱくヰ FTE SｴWﾉデWヴWS M;デｴ TW;IｴWヴ 
ヱくヰ FTE ELL CﾗﾗヴSｷﾐ;デﾗヴ 

C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ;ﾐS RｷﾐIﾗﾐ 
CﾗﾏHｷﾐWS 

ふB;ゲWS ﾗﾐ ヱΑどヱΒ 
EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデぶ 

 
ΑΓン ふヴンХぶ 

 
ヲヰヵ ふヱヱХぶ 

 
ヱがΒヵヱ 

Βくヰ FTE ELD TW;IｴWヴゲ 
ヲくヰ FTE SｴWﾉデWヴWS M;デｴ TW;IｴWヴ 

ヲくヰ FTE ELL CﾗﾗヴSｷﾐ;デﾗヴ 

 

BWﾐWaｷデゲ CﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲ 
 MﾗヴW aﾉW┝ｷHｷﾉｷデ┞ aﾗヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデ ヮﾉ;IWﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS デW;IｴWヴ 

;ゲゲｷｪﾐﾏWﾐデ 
 GヴW;デWヴ ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ aﾗヴ デW;IｴWヴゲ デﾗ ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷ┣W ;ﾐ ELD 

ｷﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ;ヴW; 
 A ﾉ;ヴｪWヴ ELD ゲデ┌SWﾐデ ヮﾗﾗﾉ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWゲ デｴW DｷゲデヴｷIデげゲ ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ 

ﾗaaWヴ aｷヴゲデ ゲWﾏWゲデWヴ ELD I Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲ S┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ゲWIﾗﾐS 
ゲWﾏWゲデWヴ デﾗ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ┘ｴﾗ Wﾐヴﾗﾉﾉ ﾏｷSど┞W;ヴ 

 GヴW;デWヴ ;Hｷﾉｷデ┞ デﾗ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ﾗﾐどゲｷデW ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ 
SW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデ aﾗヴ ELD デW;IｴWヴゲ ;ﾐS デﾗ IﾗﾐゲﾗﾉｷS;デW デｴW ELD 
ﾏ;デWヴｷ;ﾉゲ aﾗヴ デｴW ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲく 

 CﾗﾐIWﾐデヴ;デｷﾐｪ ; ﾉ;ヴｪW ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa ELLゲ 
;デ ﾗﾐW ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ﾏ;┞ ﾐWｪ;デｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ;aaWIデ 
AZMWヴｷデ デWゲデｷﾐｪく ELLゲ ;ヴWが H┞ 
SWaｷﾐｷデｷﾗﾐが ﾐﾗデ ヮヴﾗaｷIｷWﾐデ ｷﾐ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ 
;ﾐS デｴ┌ゲ ELLゲ ｴｷゲデﾗヴｷI;ﾉﾉ┞ ｴ;┗W ┗Wヴ┞ 
ﾉﾗ┘ ヮ;ゲゲ ヴ;デWゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ っ 
L;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW Aヴデゲ ヮﾗヴデｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW AZMWヴｷデ 
TWゲデく Tｴｷゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐWｪ;デｷ┗Wﾉ┞ ｷﾐaﾉ┌WﾐIW 
デｴW ゲデ;デW ﾉWデデWヴ ｪヴ;SW ﾗa デｴW 
IﾗﾏHｷﾐWS ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉく 


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

ヴ PHLOTE ゲデ;ﾐSゲ aﾗヴ さPヴｷﾏ;ヴ┞ ﾗヴ HﾗﾏW L;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW OデｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴくざ PHLOTE ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ;ヴW デｴﾗゲW 
ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ┘ｴﾗゲW TUSD ヴWｪｷゲデヴ;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴﾏ ｷﾐSｷI;デWゲ ; ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW ﾗデｴWヴ デｴ;ﾐ Eﾐｪﾉｷゲｴ ｷﾐ デｴW ゲデ┌SWﾐデげゲ ｴﾗﾏWく 



 

 

Hく Exceptional Education Students 
 

 E┝ES 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

Tﾗデ;ﾉ 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ヱΑヲ ΑΑΑ 
RｷﾐIﾗﾐ ヱΓΒ ヱがヰΑヴ 

C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ;ﾐS RｷﾐIﾗﾐ CﾗﾏHｷﾐWS 
ふB;ゲWS ﾗﾐ ヱΑどヱΒ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデぶ 

ンΑヰ ヱがΒヵヱ 

 The Ex┽Ed department has conducted a preliminary analysis of the proposal┺  
M;ﾃﾗヴ CﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲ 
 

ヱく IﾐデWｪヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW デﾗデ;ﾉ E┝IWヮデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ES┌I;デｷﾗﾐ ゲデ┌SWﾐデ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐデﾗ デｴW ﾗ┗Wヴ;ﾉﾉ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ヮﾗヮ┌ﾉ;デｷﾗﾐ 
ヲく Sデ;aa ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ふｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ IWヴデｷaｷWSが Iﾉ;ゲゲｷaｷWSが ｷデｷﾐWヴ;ﾐデぶ 
ンく RWケ┌ｷヴWS a;Iｷﾉｷデ┞ ;IIﾗﾏﾏﾗS;デｷﾗﾐゲ 
ヴく Tヴ;ﾐゲヮﾗヴデ;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ 
ヵく IﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ aﾗヴ ゲデ;aa デヴ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ ;ﾐS ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ SW┗WﾉﾗヮﾏWﾐデ 

OデｴWヴ CﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲ 
 

 SヮWIｷ;ﾉｷ┣WS デヴ;ﾐゲヮﾗヴデ;デｷﾗﾐ ヴWケ┌ｷヴWﾏWﾐデゲ ;デ ; IﾗﾐゲﾗﾉｷS;デWS ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ;ヴW W┝ヮWIデWS デﾗ ヴWﾏ;ｷﾐ デｴW 
ゲ;ﾏWく Hﾗ┘W┗Wヴが a┌ヴデｴWヴ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾏ┌ゲデ HW ﾏ;SW aﾗヴ デｴW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪぎ ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS デヴ;┗Wﾉ デｷﾏWゲき 
ゲｴｷaデ ｷﾐ ﾉﾗI;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW I┌ヴヴWﾐデ RｷﾐIﾗﾐ H┌ゲ H;┞ デﾗ ;IIﾗﾏﾏﾗS;デW デｴW ｷﾐIヴW;ゲWS ﾐ┌ﾏHWヴ ﾗa 
ゲヮWIｷ;ﾉｷ┣WS H┌ゲWゲが ｴ;ﾐSｷI;ヴ ┌ゲ;ｪWが ;ﾐS ヮ;ヴWﾐデ ヮｷIﾆ┌ヮっSヴﾗヮﾗaaき ;ﾐS ;SSｷデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ a┌ﾐSｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ S┌ﾐ 
Tヴ;ﾐ H┌ゲ ヮ;ゲゲWゲ aﾗヴ Cﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷデ┞どB;ゲWS Iﾐゲデヴ┌Iデｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐS Oﾐ デｴW JﾗH Tヴ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ ;Iデｷ┗ｷデｷWゲ I┌ヴヴWﾐデﾉ┞ 
IﾗﾐS┌IデWS ;デ C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; 

 P;ヴﾆｷﾐｪぎ ;デ ﾉW;ゲデ ヶヴ ゲヮ;IWゲ ﾐWWSWS aﾗヴ ﾏWヴｪWS E┝ES ゲデ;aa ふデW;IｴWヴゲ ;ﾐS ヮ;ヴ;ヮヴﾗaWゲゲｷﾗﾐ;ﾉゲぶ 
 Sデ;aaｷﾐｪ IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲぎ デｷﾏW IﾉﾗIﾆゲき ┘ﾗヴﾆゲデ;デｷﾗﾐゲき ;SSげﾉ ゲヮ;IW aﾗヴ ｷデｷﾐWヴ;ﾐデ ゲデ;aa ┘ﾗヴﾆゲデ;デｷﾗﾐゲき 

┌ﾐｷケ┌W ゲデ;aa ﾐWWSゲ ふWくｪく ADA ヴWﾉ;デWS ヴWケ┌ｷヴWﾏWﾐデゲが WデIくぶき デヴ;ｷﾐｷﾐｪ デﾗ ﾏWヴｪW ゲｷデWどH;ゲWS ﾏﾗSWﾉゲ 
ふC;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; I┌ヴヴWﾐデﾉ┞ ┌ゲWゲ ; ヴWゲﾗ┌ヴIWどaﾗI┌ゲWS ﾏﾗSWﾉき C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ┌ゲWゲ ; ﾏﾗヴW ｷﾐIﾉ┌ゲｷ┗W WS┌I;デｷﾗﾐ 
ﾏﾗSWﾉぶく 

 
CﾗﾐゲﾗﾉｷS;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴWゲW デ┘ﾗ ｴｷｪｴ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉゲ ｷﾐデﾗ ﾗﾐW IﾗﾏHｷﾐWS ゲｷデW ﾏ┌ゲデ ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗W デｴW IﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa デｴW 
aｷ┗W ﾏ;ﾃﾗヴ a;Iデﾗヴゲ ﾉｷゲデWS ;Hﾗ┗Wく TｴWゲW ;ヴW ;ﾉﾉ ｷゲゲ┌Wゲ デｴ;デ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐWWS デﾗ HW ;SSヴWゲゲWS ;ゲ ヮ;ヴデ ﾗa デｴW 
ﾗ┗Wヴ;ﾉﾉ IﾗﾐゲﾗﾉｷS;デｷﾗﾐ ;ﾐ;ﾉ┞ゲｷゲ ;ﾐS デｴW ｷデ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS HW ヮヴ┌SWﾐデ aﾗヴ デｴW IﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲ ｷSWﾐデｷaｷWS ;Hﾗ┗W デﾗ HW 
ﾏWSｷ;デWS HWaﾗヴW デｴW HWｪｷﾐﾐｷﾐｪ ﾗa デｴW ヲヰヱΒどヲヰヱΓ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ┞W;ヴ ｷﾐ ﾗヴSWヴ デﾗ Wﾐゲ┌ヴW ヮヴﾗ┗ｷゲｷﾗﾐ ﾗa ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲ 
;ﾐS ;ﾐ WaaWIデｷ┗W デヴ;ﾐゲｷデｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ゲWヴ┗WS デｴヴﾗ┌ｪｴ E┝IWヮデｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ES┌I;デｷﾗﾐく 

 
 

 

 

 



 

 

c┻ Refugee  Students  

M;ﾃﾗヴ CﾗﾐゲｷSWヴ;デｷﾗﾐゲ 

 Tヴ;ﾐゲヮﾗヴデ;デｷﾗﾐぎ ヮﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ｷﾏヮ;Iデ ﾗﾐ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ┘ｴﾗ I┌ヴヴWﾐデﾉ┞ ┘;ﾉﾆ デﾗ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ ふｷa ﾐﾗ デヴ;ﾐゲヮﾗヴデ;デｷﾗﾐ 
ｷゲ ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSWSぶく D┌ヴｷﾐｪ デｴW ┘ｷﾐデWヴ ﾏﾗﾐデｴゲが a;ﾏｷﾉｷWゲ ;ヴW IﾗﾐIWヴﾐWS デｴWｷヴ IｴｷﾉSヴWﾐ ﾏ;┞ ｴ;┗W デﾗ ﾉW;┗W 
aﾗヴ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ W;ヴﾉ┞ ｷﾐ デｴW ﾏﾗヴﾐｷﾐｪが ;ﾐS ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ ｴﾗﾏW ﾉ;デWヴ ｷﾐ デｴW W┗Wﾐｷﾐｪ ┘ｴWﾐ ｷデ ｷゲ S;ヴﾆく 

 Sデ┌SWﾐデ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデぎ デｴW DｷゲデヴｷIデ ﾏ;┞ ﾉﾗゲW ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ デﾗ デｴW AﾏヮｴｷデｴW;デWヴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ DｷゲデヴｷIデ ;ゲ Aﾏヮｴｷ HS 
ｷゲ IﾉﾗゲWヴ デｴ;ﾐ RｷﾐIﾗﾐ HS aﾗヴ ﾏ;ﾐ┞ a;ﾏｷﾉｷWゲく Mﾗゲデ ﾗa デｴW RWa┌ｪWW ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ;デデWﾐSｷﾐｪ C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; HS 
ｴ;┗W ﾉｷﾏｷデWS ﾗヮヮﾗヴデ┌ﾐｷデ┞ デﾗ ;デデWﾐS UHS S┌W デﾗ ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW H;ヴヴｷWヴゲ ;ﾐS UHS WﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ 
ヴWケ┌ｷヴWﾏWﾐデゲく 

 ELD Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲぎ ┘ｴWデｴWヴ ; IﾗﾏHｷﾐWS C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ;っRｷﾐIﾗﾐ ┘ｷﾉﾉ ｴ;┗W Wﾐﾗ┌ｪｴ ケ┌;ﾉｷaｷWS ELD デW;IｴWゲ aﾗヴ 
デｴW ヮﾗゲゲｷHﾉW ｪヴﾗ┘デｴ ｷﾐ ELD ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ;デデWﾐSｷﾐｪ RｷﾐIﾗﾐ HS ﾗヴ ﾗデｴWヴ ゲIｴﾗﾗﾉ 

 
Ia デｴｷゲ ヮヴﾗヮﾗゲ;ﾉ ｷゲ ｷﾏヮﾉWﾏWﾐデWSが デｴW ヴWa┌ｪWW ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲ SWヮ;ヴデﾏWﾐデ ﾏ;ﾆWゲ デｴW aﾗﾉﾉﾗ┘ｷﾐｪ 
ヴWIﾗﾏﾏWﾐS;デｷﾗﾐゲぎ 
 

 ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW aヴWW デヴ;ﾐゲヮﾗヴデ;デｷﾗﾐ aﾗヴ C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ デﾗ ;デデWﾐS RｷﾐIﾗﾐ 
 ｴﾗゲデ ; ヮ;ヴWﾐデ aﾗヴ┌ﾏふゲぶ ┘ｷデｴ ｷﾐデWヴヮヴWデWヴゲ デﾗ ﾏﾗヴW a┌ﾉﾉ┞ ┌ﾐSWヴゲデ;ﾐS ゲヮWIｷaｷI aWWSH;Iﾆ 
 ゲWﾐS Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾐ a;ﾏｷﾉｷWゲげ ｴﾗﾏW ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWゲ デﾗ ヴ;ｷゲW ;┘;ヴWﾐWゲゲ ﾗa デｴW ｷﾏヮ;Iデ ﾗa デｴW ﾏﾗ┗W 
 ヮヴﾗ┗ｷSW ; ヮ;ヴWﾐデ ﾉｷﾐﾆ ｷﾐ ﾏ┌ﾉデｷヮﾉW ﾉ;ﾐｪ┌;ｪWゲ ヴWｪ;ヴSｷﾐｪ ┌ヮIﾗﾏｷﾐｪ aﾗヴ┌ﾏゲ ﾗヴ ┌ヮS;デWゲ ﾗﾐ デｴW 

ﾏﾗ┗Wく APASSっRWa┌ｪWW SWヴ┗ｷIWゲ ゲデ;aa ┘ｷﾉﾉ ;ゲゲｷゲデ ;ﾐS ┘ﾗヴﾆ ┘ｷデｴ デｴW Iﾗﾏﾏ┌ﾐｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ ﾗaaｷIW 
ふL;ﾐｪ┌;ｪW AIケ┌ｷゲｷデｷﾗﾐ ゲｴﾗ┌ﾉS HW ｷﾐ┗ﾗﾉ┗WS ;ゲ ┘Wﾉﾉぶく 

 

 ぇ Foster Students 
 

Aゲ ﾗa Nﾗ┗ ヶが ヲヰヱΑ 
SIｴﾗﾗﾉ FﾗゲデWヴ EﾐヴﾗﾉﾉﾏWﾐデ 
RｷﾐIﾗﾐ ヱヰ 

C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; Α 
T┌Iゲﾗﾐ Hｷｪｴ ヶ 

P┌WHﾉﾗ ヴ 
P;ﾉﾗ VWヴSW ン 

S;Hｷﾐﾗ ン 
S;ｴ┌;ヴﾗ ン 

TAP ン 
Cｴﾗﾉﾉ; ヱ 

MWヴWSｷデｴ ヱ 
TUSD Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉゲ ヴヱ 

TUSD ヱΑヴ 
 

 

 



 

 

 Previously┸ under NCLB┸ school districts categorized foster students as ╉McKinney┽Vento┻╊ Currently┸ under the ╉Every Student Succeeds Act╊ ゅESSAょ┸ school districts categorize foster students as ╉Neglected or Delinquent╊ in the student information system and must disaggregate foster students╆ performance data┻ 
BWﾐWaｷデゲ CﾗﾐIWヴﾐゲ 

 PﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉ 
Iﾗゲデ 
ゲ;┗ｷﾐｪゲ H┞ 
ゲｴｷaデｷﾐｪ 
ゲデ┌SWﾐデ 
ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲ 
aヴﾗﾏ デ┘ﾗ 
I;ﾏヮ┌ゲWゲ 
デﾗ ﾗﾐW 
I;ﾏヮ┌ゲ 

 FﾗゲデWヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ;ヴW ;ﾉヴW;S┞ ;デ ｴｷｪｴWゲデ ヴｷゲﾆ aﾗヴ ;S┗WヴゲW WS┌I;デｷﾗﾐ;ﾉ ;ﾐS ゲﾗIｷ;ﾉ 
ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏWゲき ｷﾐIﾉ┌Sｷﾐｪ ｪヴ;S┌;デｷﾗﾐが ;I;SWﾏｷI ;IｴｷW┗WﾏWﾐデ ;ﾐS ;Sﾃ┌SｷI;デｷﾗﾐ ｷﾏヮ;Iデゲ 

 
 Dｷゲヮﾉ;IWﾏWﾐデ ﾗa ゲW┗Wﾐ aﾗゲデWヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ I┌ヴヴWﾐデﾉ┞ WﾐヴﾗﾉﾉWS ;デ C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ヴWｷﾐaﾗヴIWゲ デｴWｷヴ ;デど 

ヴｷゲﾆ SWﾏﾗｪヴ;ヮｴｷIゲ 
 
 T┘ﾗ ﾗa デWﾐ RｷﾐIﾗﾐ aﾗゲデWヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ﾐﾗ ﾉﾗﾐｪWヴ HW ;HﾉW デﾗ ヮ;ヴデｷIｷヮ;デW ｷﾐ デｴWｷヴ 

I┌ヴヴWﾐデ UHS FｷﾐW Aヴデゲ Iﾉ;ゲゲWゲ 
 
 C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ;どRｷﾐIﾗﾐ ┘ﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W デｴW ｴｷｪｴWゲデ IﾗﾐIWﾐデヴ;デｷﾗﾐ ﾗa aﾗゲデWヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

 
PﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉ ｷﾏヮﾉｷI;デｷﾗﾐゲ デﾗ ヮWヴaﾗヴﾏ;ﾐIW ヴ;デｷﾐｪゲ ┌ﾐSWヴ ESSA ┘ｷデｴ ﾐW┘ﾉ┞ Sｷゲ;ｪｪヴWｪ;デWS 
S;デ; aﾗヴ aﾗゲデWヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

 
 IﾐIヴWﾏWﾐデ;ﾉ ゲｷデW Iﾗゲデゲ aﾗヴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデ ゲ┌ヮヮﾗヴデ ゲWヴ┗ｷIWゲ ;デ IﾗﾏHｷﾐWS I;ﾏヮ┌ゲ 

 
 AゲゲﾗIｷ;デWS デヴ;ﾐゲヮﾗヴデ;デｷﾗﾐ Iﾗゲデゲ 

    

 ぇ  Renovation Costs There are many considerations for determining renovation costs┸ including assessing various scenarios┻ Some of this information is provided by area or department in the DIA┸ or will be in a subsequent report┻ 
aく Transportation Costs Catalina currently has one regular bus route and eight exceptional education routes┻ Shifting the ╉walk boundary╊ from Catalina to Rincon would increase the number of students eligible for transportation to Rincon by ぬどど students┻ The proposal would not significantly affect ride times for Catalina students who currently use transportation services┻ 



 

 

 Option な┺ Estimated cost ｕぱな┸どどど ┽ ｕなぬの┸どどど annually 
 ｕなぬの┸どどど to purchase ぬどど Sun Tran bus passes 
 ｕぱな┸どどど to purchase なぱど Sun Tran bus passes ゅcurrent usage rate is はどガょ  Option に┺ Estimated cost ｕな┸どぱど┸どどど ゅyear なょ┹ ｕぬはど┸どどど annually 
 ｕばにど┸どどど one┽time bus purchase ゅは buses at ｕなにど┸どどど eachょ 
 ｕぬはど┸どどど for six additional drivers ゅｕなのど┸どどど┸ ｕにの┸どどど eachょ and operating costs ゅｕになど┸どどど┸ ｕぬの┸どどど eachょ  The District would also need to bus UHS students to the Catalina campus┸ though the numbers of UHS students eligible for transportation would not change significantly ゅand the numbers of UHS students who use Sun Tran passes would not change significantlyょ┻ The District would recommend moving the transfer site from   

  Rincon to Catalina┸ and purchasing one additional bus to shuttle Rincon students from Catalina to Rincon┻ Estimated cost ｕなぱど┸どどど ゅyear なょ┹ ｕはど┸どどど annually 
 ｕなにど┸どどど one┽time bus purchase 
 ｕはど┸どどど for a driver ゅｕにの┸どどどょ and operating costs ゅｕぬの┸どどどょ  
B┻  Analysis of how the proposal will impact the District╆s obligations under the 

USP The District┸ Plaintiffs┸ and Special Master have identified はの USP 



 

 

implementation activities┸ organized by the ten USP sections┻ Below┸ the District analyzes the potential impact of the proposed grade configuration change on the District╆s obligations under each of the ten USP sections┺  
な┻  Compliance no potential impact   
に┻  Student Assignment Impacts on open enrollment and racial【ethnic compositions are covered in section A┻ This section will address the movement of students over time and the impacts of previous changes on current students at Catalina┻ Those changes┸ the grade levels affected┸ and the year they took effect include the following┸ along with projected impacts┺  

 

Cｴ;ﾐｪW PﾗデWﾐデｷ;ﾉ Iﾏヮ;Iデ 
ぷヲヰヱヰどヱヱへ Bﾗ┌ﾐS;ヴ┞ Iｴ;ﾐｪW デﾗ ヴWデ┌ヴﾐ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲWﾐS AﾐﾐW┝ 
AヴW; ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ デﾗ UデデWヴH;Iﾆ MｷSSﾉW SIｴﾗﾗﾉ ふ;ﾉﾉ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 
┘WヴW ｪｷ┗Wﾐ デｴW ﾗヮヮﾗヴデ┌ﾐｷデ┞ デﾗ Iﾗﾐデｷﾐ┌W ;デ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲWﾐS ┌ﾐデｷﾉ 
ｪヴ;S┌;デｷﾗﾐぶ 

NﾗﾐWが ;ﾉﾉ ;aaWIデWS ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ ｴ;┗W ｪヴ;S┌;デWS 

ぷヲヰヱヰどヱヱへ Cﾉﾗゲ┌ヴW ﾗa JWaaWヴゲﾗﾐ P;ヴﾆ EﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ C┌ヴヴWﾐデ Γどヱヲ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ 
;aaWIデWS ;ゲ ヲﾐSどヵデｴ ｪヴ;SW ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

 ぷヲヰヱヰどヱヱへ Cﾉﾗゲ┌ヴW ﾗa Fﾗヴデ Lﾗ┘Wﾉﾉ EﾉWﾏWﾐデ;ヴ┞ C┌ヴヴWﾐデ Γどヱヲ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ 
;aaWIデWS ;ゲ ヲﾐSどヵデｴ ｪヴ;SW ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

ぷヲヰヱンどヱヴへ Cﾉﾗゲ┌ヴW ﾗa FﾗヴデどLﾗ┘Wﾉﾉ Tﾗ┘ﾐゲWﾐS KどΒ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ C┌ヴヴWﾐデ Γどヱヲ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ Iﾗ┌ﾉS ｴ;┗W HWWﾐ 
;aaWIデWS ;ゲ ヵデｴどΒデｴ ｪヴ;SW ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ 

 Due to mobility┸ without further study┸ we do not know how many of the current Catalina students were actually involved in these changes┻  
ぬ┻  Transportation no potential impact  



 

 

ね┻  Admin【Cert Staff 
 The District has determined there will be no potential impact for any USP sub┽sections not listed below┺ Outreach┸ Recruitment┸ Retention Plan┺ The District will work to ensure site administrators commit to recruitment of African American and Latino certificated staff┻ Diversity Assignment┺ The District will have to conduct an analysis of teacher diversity if this proposal proceeds┸ and will work to ensure that the diversity at the affected sites stays close to the same and【or improves┻ Experience Assignment┺ The District will continue to work to ensure equity in access to highly effective teachers at all of the sites and to continue to implement the components of the TDP related to experience assignment┻ 

  Retention┺ The District will work to ensure the retention of African American and Latino administrators and certificated staff and staff hired to fulfill specific USP┽related functions┻  
の┻  Quality of Education 

a┻  ALE There are many considerations related to ALE impacts but┸ at this time┸ it is too premature to develop even a preliminary impact analysis┻  
b┻  CRC Catalina currently runs seven CR courses ゅfive Mexican American┹ two African Americanょ┻ Rincon currently runs five CR courses ゅthree Mexican American┹ two African Americanょ┻ The District anticipates that if all Catalina students ゅひth through ななth gradersょ attended ╉Catalina【Rincon╊ in にどなぱ┽なひ┸ they would likely have access to  more CRC offerings than exist at their current sites┻ Currently┸ if less than ten students register for a CR course┸ the course will not run┻ So┸ for example┸ neither school currently runs an African┽American viewpoint ELA course because enough students have not registered at either campus┻ If combined┸ there could be enough students registered to run an African┽American 



 

 

viewpoint ELA course┻  Similarly┸ Catalina offers a Mexican┽American viewpoint Government course┸ but Rincon does not┻ If merged┸ it is likely that students from both campuses would have this option┻ CR courses must be ╉offered at all feasible grade levels in all high schools across the District┸ subject to the District╆s minimum enrollment guidelines╊ いUSP す Eゅはょゅaょゅiiょう┻ By the ななth and なにth grade┸ all UHS students take AP and【or dual  enrollment courses in ELA and social studies and do not enroll in CR courses┻  Therefore┸ currently┸ it is not feasible to offer CR courses at UHS┻ However┸ in order to offer UHS students a feasible CR option┸ the District is in the process of developing a  culturally responsive┸ ethnic studies course that would both offer a college credit  option┸ as well as a culturally relevant curricular option┻ The District╆s CRPI  department will collaborate with UHS administration and with Pima Community  College to develop this courseゅsょ and it will likely be offered at UHS in the near future┻  
c┻  Multicultural Curriculum No Potential Impact  
d┻  DPG ゅincluding MTSSょ The District has determined there will be no potential impact for any DPG strategies not listed below ゅincluding middle school and elementary strategiesょ┻ The impacts listed below apply to Catalina and Rincon┸ not UHS ゅUHS has a graduation rate between ひば┽などどガょ 

 Districtwide Strategies┺ 
o The MTSS teams at both sites would merge into a single MTSS team┻ 
o Both sites have an MTSS facilitator┹ the District might keep both for a transition year┸ eliminate one of the positions┸ or transfer the current MTSSF to another site┻ 

 High School Strategies┺ 
o Freshman Academy would have to expand┸ requiring more funding┸ time┸ and resources┻ The program is currently at Rincon so it would benefit 



 

 

Catalina students who don╆t currently have this option at their home school┻ 
o Catalina kids who currently don╆t have this option would now have this option┻ 

  

 

o Freshman Houses┺ strengthen the program┻ 
o ひth Grade Block┺ Rincon has an Algebra support class as part of a block for their ELD students who are not quite ready for Algebra┻ If Catalina provides the same resource┸ these programs would be combined┻ 
o ECAPs┺ will require that the number of counselors remain the same for at least the first year to ensure that all ECAP╆s are completed┻ 
o Structured Concept Recovery┺ Rincon【Catalina both have this┸ would have to be merged for more section of Credit Recovery 
o Dropout Specialists ゅsee Dropout Prevention Department section belowょ  

 Goals【Progress Monitoring 
o For at least three years┸ the data from the state will have to be adjusted to account for the different cohorts from Catalina and Rincon 

 English Language Learners ゅELLょ 
o The District has evaluated all of the districtwide and high school dropout strategies for ELL student listed in the DPG plan┻ Catalina and Rincon use the same ELL dropout prevention strategies┹ the only impact would be to combine the efforts made at both schools into a combined effort┻ 

 Family Engagement for At┽Risk┸ Disengaged┸ or Struggling Students┺ No Potential Impact 
 Professional Development┺ No Potential Impact  



 

 

e┻  AASSD【MASSD Both AASSD and MASSD would have to restructure staff assignments and the provision of interventions and services┻ AASSD【MASSD would need more information  on how the site staffs would merge to better assess impacts to the level of support needed through MTSS at all tier levels┻ MASSD┸ the AASSD behavior specialists┸ and the Refugee Services department ゅthat provide support a significant number of African refugee studentsょ are currently located at Catalina ゅpotential impacts discussed below in the facilities sectionょ┻ Currently┸ the AASSD and MASSD host quarterly and other events at Catalina specifically because of its central location┸ and to ensure families and students have greater access to family engagement activities┻ The departments could move these events to Rincon or host them at the UHS site┻ AASSD and refugee services will provide a summer program for middle school students┸ currently planned for Catalina HS┻ This program could be moved to Rincon ゅor be held at the new UHS siteょ┻ But┸ if moved to Rincon┸ the District would have to mitigate travel obstacles for parents living neat Catalina┻ MASSD also hosts a college academy for parents at Catalina with the U of A┸ this program would either be moved to the Catalina【Rincon site or kept at the new UHS site┻  
は┻  Discipline 

a┻  Restorative Practices 【 PBIS┺ no potential impact  
b┻  RPPSCs┺ none of these schools have an RPPF┹ each school╆s principal is the designated RPPSC  
c┻  GSRR┺ student and parent information sessions would be combined  
d┻  Student Discipline Training for Sites┺ no potential impact  
e┻  Discipline Data Monitoring┺ no potential impact  



 

 

 

f┻  Corrective Action Plans┺ Catalina is on a CAP with a goal to address identified deficiencies during the にどなば┽なぱ school year┻ If Catalina is still on corrective action at the end of にどなば┽なぱ┸ the plan would follow the staff to Rincon【Catalina┻  
g┻  Replicating Successful Site┽Based Strategies┺ no potential impact  
h┻  Positive Alternative Suspension ゅISI┸ DAEPょ both campuses have ISI┹ UHS has so few incidents that an ISI would not be needed┸ District would eliminate one ISI teacher ゅor move to another campusょ┻ No potential impact to DAEP┻   

ば┻  Family and Community Engagement 
 

a┻  Catalina Family Resource Center ゅCFRCょ 
 Demographics 

 The CFRC serves all TUSD students and families┸ especially those from surrounding schools┺ Catalina┸ Tucson┸ Rincon┸ TAP and University HS┹ AGAVE alternative HS┹ Doolen and Mansfeld MS┹ Miles and Roskruge Kぱ┸ and Blenman┸ Cragin┸ Davidson┸ Howell┸ Hughes┸ Robison┸ Whitmore┸ Wright ES┸ and Lineweaver 
 All but Hughes┸ Miles┸ and UHS are Title I schools providing targeted academic supports 
 Catalina HS and Davidson ES also receive targeted family engagement supports 
 All but Hughes and UHS resemble or exceed the District┽wide enrollment averages for Latino and【or African American students 
 Catalina has a large population of students participating in the Youth on Their Own ゅYOTOょ program for homeless teens and McKinney┽Vento students in temporary housing situations  



 

 

MIKｷﾐﾐW┞どVWﾐデﾗ ふMVぶ ;ﾐS Yﾗ┌デｴ ﾗﾐ TｴWｷヴ O┘ﾐ Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ ふYOTOぶ ぷS;デ; ;ゲ ﾗa Nﾗ┗ ヱが ヲヰヱΑへ 
 Tﾗデ;ﾉ 

Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 
MIKｷﾐﾐW┞ど 

VWﾐデﾗぎ 
PWヴIWﾐデ;ｪW 

ﾗa MV 
WﾐヴﾗﾉﾉWSぎ 

Yﾗ┌デｴ 
ﾗﾐ TｴWｷヴ 

O┘ﾐぎ 

PWヴIWﾐデ;ｪW 
ﾗa YOTO 
WﾐヴﾗﾉﾉWSぎ 

C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; Αヴン ヵΑ ΑくヶΑХ Βン ヱヱくヱΑХ 
RｷﾐIﾗﾐ ヱヰヵヰ ヲΑ ヲくヵΑХ ヱヲ ヱくヱヴХ 

UHS ヱヱヱΒ ヰ ヰくヰヰХ ン ヰくヲΑХ 
C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ;ﾐS RｷﾐIﾗﾐ CﾗﾏHｷﾐWS ヱがΑΓン Αヴ ヴくヱンХ Γヵ ヵくンヰХ  CFRC Services and Resources 

 Visits to the CFRC during July┽Aug┽Sept of にどなば have more than doubled since the same period in にどなの after the CFRC opened as more families and students become aware of the services┸ resources┸ and supports available┻ 
 CFRC provides resources to help meet students╆ needs ゅacademic┸ emotional┸ social┸ and mentalょ to increase student achievement and promote stronger family engagement┻ 
 CFRC provides services including School Information and Enrollment Services┸ Parent Workshops and Classes┸ Open Computer Lab┸ Community Resources and Referrals┸ Clothing Bank ゅbrings in the most familiesょ┸ School Supplies┸ and Hygiene Kits┻ 
 CFRC also provides a variety of workshops and classes such as┹ Financial Literacy┸ English as a Second Language┸ Computer Literacy┸ College Readiness┸ Early Literacy┸ Behavior Management┸ Citizenship┸ and TUSD Department Informational Sessions┻ 
 CFRC facilitates community partnerships for referrals to the following organizations┸ including but not limited to┺ Emerge┿┸ Southern Arizona Legal Aid┸ Pima College┸ La Frontera┸ EEF┸ Community Food Bank┸ the Department of Economic Security┸ and more┻ 

 CFRC currently shares space with the following TUSD Departments and Programs┸ providing increased access to additional services and supports┺ Family ┃ Community Outreach┸ Mexican American Student Services Department ゅMASSDょ┸ Drop┽Out Prevention┸ Asian Pacific American Student Services and Refugee Services┸ and the 



 

 

Behavior Intervention Team ゅfrom AASSD and MASSDょ┻ These departments work collaboratively to strengthen students┸ families and the community to remove barriers to student success┻ 
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b┻  Site┽Based Family Engagement Efforts The District has considered impacts┸ specifically to targeted efforts at Catalina High School┻ Currently┸ Catalina is a ╉target school┸╊ meaning the family engagement staff is working with the site to increase family engagement during the にどなば┽なぱ school year┻ At the end of the にどなば┽なぱ school year┸ the District will assess the structures developed at Catalina┸ and the level of engagement throughout the year┸ to determine if Catalina would continue to be a ╉target school╊ in にどなぱ┽なひ┻ If so┸ the merged Catalina【Rincon site would be a target school for にどなぱ┽なひ┻  
ぱ┻  Extracurricular Activities The Interscholastics department is currently housed at Catalina ゅdiscussed in section ひゅaょゅviょ belowょ┻ The department has identified preliminary concerns related to logistics and cost but it is not yet clear how this would affect access to extracurricular activities┸ particularly by race【ethnicity┻  
ひ┻  Facilities and Technology 

b┻  Facilities Conditions Index ゅFCIょ and Educational Suitability Scores 

ゅESSょ no potential impact  Catalina and Rincon【UHS have virtually the same FCI and ESS scores┻ If the District implementsthis proposal┸ assuming no changes to facilities are made┺ the Catalina FCI【ESS score will become the UHS FCI【ESS score and the Rincon【UHS FCI【ESS score will become the Catalina【Rincon FCI【ESS score┻ 
 

b┻  Current Catalina Facilities Uses with Potential Impacts on USP 
Implementation 
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i┻ Catalina Family Resource Center ゅCFRCょ Discussed in section Bゅばょゅaょ┸ above┻  
ii┻ Refugee Services The District moved the Refugee services department to Catalina specifically to serve the high┽ level of refugee students and families┻ If Catalina students moved to Rincon┸ Refugee services would recommend moving its offices to Catalina【Rincon to continue to serve those students and families┸ and providing additional transportation options for neighborhood families to access services at the new location ゅshuttles┸ bus passes┸ etc┻ょ  

iii┻Mexican American Student Services Department ゅMASSDょ The District moved the MASS department to Catalina to provide more services to students and families┸ increase visibility┸ and increase family and community engagement┻ If Catalina students moved to the Rincon campus┸ MASSD would recommend moving to Catalina【Rincon to continue to serve students and families at a school site location ゅincluding moving the MASSD behavior specialists┸ and the two African American Student Services Department behavior specialists ‒ all three of whom currently office at Catalinaょ┻  
iv┻ Dropout Prevention Department The effect on the Dropout Prevention Department of the possible move of UHS onto the current Catalina High School campus would most likely be marginal┻ Staff members spend the bulk of their time on school campuses┺ Dropout  
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Prevention Specialists will continue their work to bring students back to school through site visits┸ home visits┸ and other strategies regardless of the department location┻ The current offices at Catalina include┺ a┻ an administrative office b┻ the Student Success Center ゅa component of the Steps┽to┽Success programょ┻ If moved┸ the department recommends any new site maintain the same benefits available at the Catalina site┺ centrally located┸ on a bus line┸ in close proximity to AGAVE and the CFRC┻ c┻ a multipurpose room used for staff meetings┸ multi┽departmental and large┽group meetings┸ and a work and storage area for Steps┽to┽Success and the ╉Attendance Awareness Campaign╊ which are both overseen by the department┻  
v┻ Interscholastics Office and ゅExEdょ Community Transition Program 

Relocation Currently┸ Interscholastics utilizes four offices┸ supply and file cabinet space┸ a reception and lobby area for family and community members┸ and a conference room at Catalina receiving area or lobby for parents and other community members to wait for appointments┻ The Community Transition Program currently uses four offices and shares the Interscholastics printers┸ copiers┸ and the conference room┸ all of which are vital to their program┻  Both the Interscholastics Office and The Community Transition Program have been housed in this annex since the mid┽なひぱどs┻ Neither program has interfered with the daily operation of the Catalina campus┹ even during its high 
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enrollment period┻ Thus┸ Interscholastics recommends that if this move occurs┸   these two departments would remain on the Catalina campus to continue to provide services to students┻ As noted above┸ additional funding might be required to transport Ex Ed students participating in the Community Transition Program from Rincon to Catalina┻  
c┻  Technology Condition Index ゅTCIょ The total impact to the TCI cannot be determined at this time for lack of information┻ For example┸ a portion of each school╆s TCI score is based on the ratio of students to computers┻ Those ratios are dependent on the numbers of students and those projections are being calculated as part of the development of this report ゅand it is not yet clear what technology components┸ like computers┸ will stay at each campus or be movedょ┻  The impact depends on decisions┸ like whether to move the computer hardware to the destination schoolゅsょ or to keep them at the original schoolゅsょ┻ Three potential options are provided below┻ In the past┸ similar transitions of hardware for schools of similar size to Catalina and UHS cost up to ｕなどど┸どどど in parts and labor depending on the extent of the move ゅFull or Partialょ┻ The cost figure will increase if new hardware is purchased┻ 

 
 

C┌ヴヴWﾐデ TCI ふヲヰヱΑどヱΒぶ 

SIｴﾗﾗﾉ LW┗Wﾉ C;ﾏヮ┌ゲ Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 
Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ 

Cﾗ┌ﾐデ 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ ヮWヴ 

Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ ふSヮCぶ 
Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ RINCON ヱヰヵΓ Γヲヱ ヱくヱヵ 
Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ CATALINA Αヶヱ ヶヲヴ ヱくヲヲ 
Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ UNIVERSITY ヱヱヲン Γヲ ヱヲくヲヱ 
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  SIWﾐ;ヴｷﾗ ヱぎ Mﾗ┗W C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ; ｷﾐデﾗ RｷﾐIﾗﾐ ┘ｷデｴﾗ┌デ ﾏﾗ┗ｷﾐｪ デｴW ｴ;ヴS┘;ヴW  

SIｴﾗﾗﾉ LW┗Wﾉ C;ﾏヮ┌ゲ Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 
Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ 

Cﾗ┌ﾐデ 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ ヮWヴ 

Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ ふSヮCぶ 
Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ RINCON ヱヰヵΓ Γヲヱ  
Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ CATALINA Αヶヱ ヰ  
IﾐｴWヴｷデWS ｴ;ヴS┘;ヴW aヴﾗﾏ Uﾐｷ┗Wヴゲｷデ┞ Γヲ  

Tﾗデ;ﾉ ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏWぎ ヱΒヲヰ ヱヰヱン ヱくΒヰ 
 

  SIWﾐ;ヴｷﾗ ヲぎ UHS ｷﾐｴWヴｷデゲ ;ﾉﾉ ｴ;ヴS┘;ヴW aヴﾗﾏ C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ;  

SIｴﾗﾗﾉ LW┗Wﾉ C;ﾏヮ┌ゲ Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 
Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ 

Cﾗ┌ﾐデ 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ ヮWヴ 

Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ ふSヮCぶ 
Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ UNIVERSITY ヱヱヲン ヰ ヱヲくヲヱ 
IﾐｴWヴｷデWS ｴ;ヴS┘;ヴW aヴﾗﾏ C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ;  ヶヲヴ  

Tﾗデ;ﾉ ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏWぎ ヱヱヲン ヶヲヴ ヱくΒヰ 
 

  SIWﾐ;ヴｷﾗ ンぎ Mﾗ┗W ゲﾗﾏW ﾗa C;デ;ﾉｷﾐ;げゲ ｴ;ヴS┘;ヴW ┘ｷデｴ ゲデ┌SWﾐデゲ デﾗ RｷﾐIﾗﾐ  

SIｴﾗﾗﾉ LW┗Wﾉ C;ﾏヮ┌ゲ Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ 
Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ 

Cﾗ┌ﾐデ 
Sデ┌SWﾐデゲ ヮWヴ 

Cﾗﾏヮ┌デWヴ ふSヮCぶ 
Hｷｪｴ SIｴﾗﾗﾉ RINCON ヱヰヵΓ Γヲヱ ヱくヱヵ 
Hｷｪｴ CATALINA Αヶヱ ヴΒン ヱくヵΒ 
IﾐｴWヴｷデWS ｴ;ヴS┘;ヴW aヴﾗﾏ Uﾐｷ┗Wヴゲｷデ┞ Γヲ  

Tﾗデ;ﾉ ﾗ┌デIﾗﾏWぎ ヱΒヲヰ ヱヴΓヶ ヱくヲヲ 
 

d┻  Technology Training The ratio of Teacher Technology Liaisons would change at each campus due to relocation of UHS┸ influencing training logistics ゅincluding the allocation of training resources and capacity to trainょ┻ At this time┸ no other impact is expected┻  
など┻  Accountability and Transparency No potential impact   
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III┻ Department Reports The Governing Board Resolution requested specific information from various departments and that information is included below┻  There is some overlap with the information provided in the DIA┹ other types of information are provided only in the DIA or only in the general report┻╊ 
 

A┻ Finance   Based on the analysis provided by the Finance Department in this section┸ the summary of cost is as follows┺ Total Impact  One┽Time Expenditures ｕの to ｕぱ million  Ongoing Expenditures ｕひどどk  Revenue ゅOngoingょ  ｕなにばk to ｕな┻の million 
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B┻ Operations 

な┻ Operations Costs to move UHS to Catalina and Catalina to 

Rincon Projected operation costs to move University High School to Catalina High School and Catalina to Rincon High School┺  ｕに┸ねぱど┸どどど One Time Costs UHS to Catalina ゅsee below for detailsょ ｕ   ばばの┸どどど One Time Costs Catalina to UHS ゅsee below for detailsょ   
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ｕ     ばど┸どどど On┽going additional costs UHS to Catalina ゅdetails belowょ ゅneed  to add utilitiesょ ｕ     ぬど┸どどど On┽going additional costs Catalina to UHS ゅdetails belowょ  ゅneed to add utilitiesょ   Of the one┽time costs┸ moving costs ゅｕにどどKょ and ADA compliance ゅｕなどど┸どどどょ are absolute requirements┻  With the increased population of Exceptional Education students┸ Integrated Exceptional Education classrooms ゅｕにどど┸どどどょ would probably also be required┻   The ｕばのど┸どどど HVAC cost is required only if there are HVAC problems we cannot fix┻  There is a reasonably high probability of this based on experience┸ but it is not guaranteed to happen┻  The rest of the one┽time expenses are more discretionary┸ but would require UHS to take the Catalina campus as is┸ under the theory that it was adequate for the Catalina students┻  Paint and signage would probably be the next highest priorities of these costs┸ but the schools may not agree┻ 
aょ Assumptions 

 The larger UHS student population will utilize rooms that are not currently used at Catalina┻  These rooms will need to be upgraded to be operational ゅprimarily heating【coolingょ┻ 
 Although the student population of Catalina is smaller┸ they will not be able to ╉mothball╊ classrooms at Rincon┻ 
 There is a higher population of Ex Ed students at Catalina that would need accommodations at Rincon┻ 
 Nursing and custodians stay where they are┸ at both Catalina and Rincon┻ 
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 Does NOT include anything for education such as promethean boards that some unused classrooms do not have┻ 
 Does not include costs for moving computers or phones┻ 
 Athletic personnel will remain at Catalina to support UHS sports┻  Athletic personnel for UHS【Rincon will remain at Rincon┻   We have not include any costs for relocating the CTE program currently in the Catalina Hangar to another location┻  We do not have enough information to form any kind of estimate┻  However┸ our understanding is that CTE paid to build this space and will likely require us to create a similar space somewhere else┻  

bょ University High School to Catalina One┽time Costs  

ゅｕに┸ねぱど┸どどどょ ｕ   などど┸どどど Physical move  ┽Moving help ┽Cleaning【painting【flooring repairs ゅalmost all moves include requests for new paint【flooringょ ｕ   ばのど┸どどど Heating┸ cooling┸ plumbing for new spaces at Catalina ゅmay have  to replace equipment if we activate HVAC in areas currently not usedょ┻ ｕ   ななの┸どどど Signs and marquees ゅchange Catalina to UHS┹ change  Rincon【UHS to Rinconょ┻ ｕ   にのの┸どどど Paint school with UHS school colors┻ ｕな┸にどど┸どどど Renovation of Hangar for Fine Arts ゅunsure of the requirements  so estimated highょ┻ 
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ｕ    ねの┸どどど Purchase Cafe equipment【patio furniture┻ ｕ     なの┸どどど Relocation of equipment ゅtables┸ GATE trainers┸ walkers┸  standers┸ washers┸ dryers moved to Rinconょ┻ 
cょ University High School to Catalina On┽going Costs 

 Utilities ┽ ｕばど┸どどど 【 year 
dょ Catalina to Rincon High School One┽time Costs 

ゅｕばばの┸どどどょ ｕ   などど┸どどど Physical move  ┽Moving help ┽Cleaning【painting【flooring repairs ゅalmost all moves include requests for new paint【flooringょ ｕ   ななの┸どどど Signs and marquees ゅchange Catalina to UHS┹ change  Rincon【UHS to Rinconょ┻ ｕ   にのど┸どどど Move family center to Rincon ゅcould be as much as ｕな┻の million if  no space is readily available at Rinconょ┻ ｕ     など┸どどど Move Dropout Prevention to Rincon┻ ｕ   などど┸どどど ADA compliance issues for additional Exceptional Education  students┻ ｕ   にどど┸どどど Integrated Exceptional Education Classrooms ゅrestrooms and  sinks available in all Exceptional Education classroomsょ┻ 
eょ Catalina to Rincon High School On┽going Costs 

 Custodial ‒ Add な custodian at Catalina┺  ｕぬど┸どどど【year ゅincludes benefitsょ┻ 
 

C┻ Transportation 
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Catalina currently has one regular bus route and eight exceptional education routes┻  Shifting the ╉walk boundary╊ from Catalina to Rincon would increase the number of students eligible for transportation to Rincon by ぬどど students┻  The proposal would not significantly affect ride times for Catalina students who currently use transportation services┻   
 

Option な┺ Estimated cost ｕぱな┸どどど ┽ ｕなぬの┸どどど annually 
 ｕなぬの┸どどど to purchase ぬどど Sun Tran bus passes 
 ｕぱな┸どどど to purchase なぱど Sun Tran bus passes ゅcurrent usage rate is はどガょ 

Option に┺  Estimated cost ｕな┸どぱど┸どどど ゅyear なょ┹ ｕぬはど┸どどど annually 
 ｕばにど┸どどど one┽time bus purchase ゅは buses at ｕなにど┸どどど eachょ 
 ｕぬはど┸どどど for six additional drivers ゅｕなのど┸どどど┸ ｕにの┸どどど eachょ and operating costs ゅｕになど┸どどど┸ ｕぬの┸どどど eachょ The District would also need to bus UHS students to the Catalina campus┸ though the numbers of UHS students eligible for transportation would not change significantly ゅand the numbers of UHS students who use Sun Tran passes would not change significantlyょ┻  The District would recommend moving the transfer site from Rincon to Catalina┸ and purchasing one additional bus to shuttle Rincon students from Catalina to Rincon┻  Estimated cost ｕなぱど┸どどど ゅyear なょ┹ ｕはど┸どどど annually 
 ｕなにど┸どどど one┽time bus purchase 
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 ｕはど┸どどど for a driver ゅｕにの┸どどどょ and operating costs ゅｕぬの┸どどどょ  
D┻ Culturally Relevant Courses The stipulation to the USP regarding CRC requires courses be offered at each of the comprehensive high schools across the district┻  More specifically┸ the CRC courses offered should include at least one ELA ゅEnglishょ class at either ななth or なに grades and at least one section of CRC American history or government class┻  Currently┸ UHS students have the option of taking a CR course because they share their campus with Rincon High School┻  If UHS moves to its own campus┸ UHS teachers will be identified to teach CR courses at that site┻  This courseゅsょ will then be promoted to students as they select their courses for the upcoming school year┻  Based on number of students who have selected the course through the student pre┽registration process┸ sections are built into the master schedule and staffed with appropriate faculty┻   CR teachers recruited to teach these courses are site based and are funded through site M┃O funds┻  When CRC expands at any site┸ CRPI budgets and purchases based on need┻  Since this move does not represent a net increase in students who have access to CRC┸ CRPI does not anticipate any significant increase in expense to CRPI in instructional resources or staffing┻   Additionally┸ recognizing that UHS students are typically on a college dual┽credit and therefore┸ different plan of study┸ few students have opted to take CR courses in the past┻  The District does not anticipate this to change in the near future┻  In the event that a course runs at UHS┸ it will be supported by CRPI staff┸ as it would have been at the Rincon campus┻  
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In order to offer UHS students a feasible CR option┸ the District is in the process of developing a culturally responsive┸ ethnic studies course that would both offer a college credit option┸ as well as a culturally relevant curricular option┻  District╆s CRPI will collaborate with UHS administration and with Pima Community College to address any logistical issues┻   Below is a graph outlining the existing courses offered at Catalina┸ Rincon and University HS┻   

  
E┻ FACE at Catalina 

な┻ Demographics Catalina Family Resource Center ゅFRCょ offers services to all TUSD students and families┻  The following schools are geographically the closest to the Catalina Family Resource Center┺ Agave┸ Blenman┸ Catalina┸ Cragin┸ Davidson┸ Doolen┸ Howell┸ Hughes┸ Mansfeld┸ Miles┸ Rincon┸ Robison┸ Roskruge┸ TAP┸ Tucson High┸ University High┸ Whitmore┸ and Wright┻ These schools tend to utilize the FRC the most┻  All of the surrounding schools┸ with the exception of Hughes┸ Miles┸ and University High School┸ are school┽wide Title I┻ Title I schools provide targeted 
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supports to schools in order to increase student achievement┻ The Family and Community Outreach Department has identified Catalina High School and Davidson Elementary to receive targeted family engagement supports based on data from USP reports for the にどなは┽にどなばSY┻ With the exception of University High School and Hughes Elementary┸ Catalina and the surrounding schools resemble or exceed the District┽wide distribution┸ by percent┸ of Hispanic and African American students in one or both categories┻  Several of these sites far exceed the District average in one or both categories┻  In particular┸ Catalina┸ TAP┸ Rincon┸ Doolen┸ Wright┸ Robison┸ Cragin┸ and Blenman far exceed the District average percentage of African American students by nearly double at Rincon and Cragin┸ to near five times at Wright┻  In addition┸ it is imperative to note that Catalina also has a large Youth on Their Own ゅYOTOょ student population┻ In addition to YOTO┸ many students are identified as McKinney┽Vento┸ students living in temporary housing situations┸ which results in a higher mobility rate for the students┸ families and schools┻ The Catalina Family Resource Center provides several supplemental resources to help ensure their needs ┽including academic┸ emotional┸ social and mental ┽ are met to increase student achievement and assist in promoting family engagement┻  
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に┻ FRC Role at Catalina High School The Catalina Family Resource Center has become a staple in the community for providing several resources and supports to all TUSD stakeholders┻ Services such as School Information and Enrollment Services┸ Parent Workshops and Classes┸ Open Computer Lab┸ Community Resources and Referrals┸ Clothing Bank┸ School Supplies┸ and Hygiene Kits are provided to the TUSD community to increase student achievement┻ Approximately ねどガ of usage at the Catalina Family Resource Center 
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was used by students and families from the surrounding schools mentioned above during July┸ August and September of にどなば┻  Should the Catalina Family Resource Center move to another location┸ the students and families from these schools may be left without ready access to services┻  The total number of visits at the Catalina Resource Center has more than doubled from the にどなは┽にどなば SY and continues to grow as the needs awareness of services【supports increase┻  Entering the second year at the Catalina Family Resource Center┸ many positive relationships have been created to ensure that the needs of students┸ families┸ employees and the community are met┻ Through these relationships┸ staff have been able to empower FRC attendees to become self┽advocates and engaged in their academics and community┻ The Catalina Family Resource Center currently shares space with the following TUSD Departments and Programs┺ Family ┃ Community Outreach┸ Mexican American Student Services┸ Drop┽Out Prevention┸ Asian Pacific American Student Services and Refugee Services┸ and Behavior Intervention Team┻ These departments work collaboratively to strengthen students┸ families and the community to remove barriers to student success┻  Family ┃ Community Outreach Staff has worked endlessly to maintain partnerships at school sites and within the community to provide information to all TUSD stakeholders┻ Through these relationships┸ staff has been able to refer students┸ families and staff to the following organizations ゅnot an exhausted listょ for assistance┹ Emerge┿┸ Southern Arizona Legal Aid┸ Pima College┸ La Frontera┸ EEF┸ Community Food Bank┸ Department of Economic Security┸ etc┻ As a program┸ Family Resource Centers offer a variety of workshops and classes such as┹ Financial Literacy┸ English as a Second Language┸ Computer Literacy┸ College Readiness┸ Early 
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Literacy┸ Behavior Management┸ Citizenship┸ and provide TUSD Department Informational Sessions┻ While class enrollment has increased┸ the clothing bank continues to be the most sought out service by students and families at the Catalina location┻  
ぬ┻ Effects of Possible Change of Location for Catalina High School All TUSD Family Resource Centers were strategically placed throughout the community in order to provide equitable services to students and families┻ The Catalina Family Resource Center is centrally located in an area with high concentrations of African American┸ Hispanic┸ and Refugee┸ and low socioeconomic students┻  Its location makes it convenient to families and surrounding schools who seek services with or without transportation┻ Housing the Family Resource Center on campus at Catalina has created security for many students who otherwise would go without clothing┸ food┸ transportation┸ or other services┻ The accessibility of the Family Resource Center and the programs within it for the campus students as well as surrounding schools allows them to focus on their academics yet have additional needs met┻  The possibility of moving the Catalina Family Resource Center could be financially costly┸ depending upon the new location┻  The cost of creating the existing centers ranges greatly┸ depending on the location┻  For example┸ construction and repairs to prepare the space at Catalina cost approximately ｕには┸どどど┸ while the cost of preparing the space at Palo Verde exceeded ｕなぱぬ┸どどど┻  Cabling for technology ranged from ｕぬぬど at Catalina Center to ｕなぬ┸のにひ at the Southwest Center┻  While the staff┸ furnishings┸ and equipment are already in the District╆s possession┸ additional construction┸ signage┸ promotional materials┸ 
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wiring┸ and relocation of furnishings and supplies to a new location are necessary┻  Most of these costs are contingent upon the needs at the new site┻   The financial cost of moving could be prohibitive┻  However┸ the move could also be emotionally┸ academically and physically detrimental to TUSD students┸ families and employees┻ The community has come together to create a welcoming environment that serves all people at the Family Resource Center┽ a place where people come to seek services and enrich their lives in a non┽judgmental atmosphere┻ Trust┸ rapport and consistency among staff and stakeholders has been created┸ allowing people to be emotionally invested in the services they seek as well as the relationships they have formed at the Catalina Family Resource Center┻ In the surrounding community┸ stability is a contributing factor to increasing student achievement┻  Accessibility to programs and services is critical to those families and schools who are currently utilizing them┸ and to those who are in need of services┻  
ね┻ Recommendation It is the position of the Family and Community Outreach Department that the Family Resource Center remains in a central location┸ near its current site┸ as there is a great need for services at Catalina and the surrounding schools┻  The following situations are based on the assumption that the Catalina and UHS campuses are relocated as proposed┻ 

 Situation One┺ Catalina Family Resource Center remains at its current location This will save on costs related to relocation┸ construction┸ moving┸ and advertisement┻ Services and supports will still be available in this area┻ The demographic of University High student body is not a high need population┽ low 
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McKinney┽Vento and Youth on Their Own numbers┹ African American and Hispanic students are underrepresented as compared to the district as a whole and compared to the school sites previously mentioned in the report┻  A study would need to occur to determine if the space currently occupied by the Family Resource Center would still be available with the increased size of the student body that comes with University High School┻ 
 Situation Two┺ Catalina Family Resource Center relocates to Rincon High School Stability and consistency are crucial in building and maintaining relationships┸ especially among at┽risk populations┻ Established relationships may be compromised due to change in accessibility┸ and the particular population served by the Catalina Family Resource Center are especially wary of change┻ Rincon campus in combination with Catalina is high need┽ reflective of Title I┸ McKinney┽Vento┸ Youth on Their Own as well as highly concentrated African American and Hispanic students┻ Closing the center at its current location would leave a void in access to services to surrounding schools in the North【Northwest region of the District┻ The distance between the current location and Rincon campus is three miles┻ The Rincon campus is two blocks from Duffy Clothing Bank ゅTUSD╆s largest Clothing Bankょ and four miles from Palo Verde Family Resource Center┻ Services would be concentrated in a smaller area to the detriment of Catalina╆s surrounding schools┻ Additionally┸ a study would need to occur in order to determine availability of space at Rincon┻ See financial costs as reported above┻ 
 Situation Three┺ Catalina Family Resource Center relocates to another location 
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A study would need to occur to locate a school with available space in a centrally located site to ensure accessibility to the surrounding schools mentioned above┻ In addition to the concerns mentioned in Situation Two┸ such as relationships and financial costs┸ creating space for a Family Resource Center┸ including the relocation of classes and offices at a school site┸ could be disruptive to students┸ families┸ and staff at a school site┻  
F┻ Interscholastics at Catalina 

な┻ In response to the question regarding the proposal submitted 

to the Governing Board to move University High to Catalina 

High School┸ the following are possible increases for Rincon 

High School┻ Included are the costs for both University and Rincon in order to provide a full scope of the proposed move┻ Uniforms┺ Increase expenditures to Rincon╆s athletic program centers around the replacement of uniforms for にに athletic programs┻ Currently the uniforms carry the name of Rincon【University or RU┻ Also included are quotes for uniform replacements for Rincon based upon the total number of students on an average that participates in the particular sport or activity┻  See Projected Cost for Rincon High School Uniforms┻ This cost would be similar to University╆s need to provide uniforms for its teams as they transition to the Catalina High School campus┻ The projected cost of replacing an entire school╆s uniform for the にに sports teams is estimated to cost ｕにねに┸ひなね┻ぱね┻ That includes the cost of purchasing football helmets and shoulder pads┻   
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In the case of both Rincon and University┸ a reduction to the cost can be made with the helmets and shoulder pads because the existing ones can be used if they all pass the recertification┸ which they should┻ There may be a cost of painting the helmets if the school decides not to continue with the current color at a cost of ｕぬの┻どど per helmet ゅなぬどょ totaling ｕね┸のどど┻どど┻ Other equipment that should be replace are basketballs and volleyballs with the RU logo stamped on them at an approximate cost of ｕぱど┻どど per ball ゅにど basketballs per gender and にど volleyballs per genderょ for a cost of ｕぬ┸どどど┻どど Logos┸ Marquees┸ Scoreboards┺ Other increases would come from removal of the University logo in the gymnasium┸ the marquee and the scoreboards that bears the name of both schools┻  Marquees and scoreboard are approximately ｕなぬ┸どどど┻どど for scoreboard and ｕにど┸どどど┻どど for a marquee┻ In both instances┸ there could be some adjustments made to offset those costs┻  These same costs would be applicable in changing Catalina scoreboards and marquees to University┻ AIA┺ Assessing other increases or issues from a competitive standpoint with the Arizona Interscholastics Association┸ the enrollment numbers for a combination of Rincon and Catalina High students┸ would place the schools in the のA conference┸ which is exactly where they are currently┻ However┸ their region could change based upon the free and reduced lunch criteria┸ which is used in selecting the regions┻ The conferences are selected solely by enrollment┻ Due to the uncertainty of which region the school will be placed┸ it is difficult to determine the cost of transportation┸ but there could be a potential increase┻  
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に┻ AIA Charter┺ The following does not involve Rincon and its 

increases┹ however┸ it may be of importance to outline in this 

report because of the ramification it has to the process┻ There will be some issues with University High in securing a charter to participate in the AIA┸ and finding a conference to participate in during the upcoming に┽year scheduling block┻ Currently┸ Rincon【University is placed in the のA conference and if the schools split and University has its own charter there will be some issues with scheduling┻ Catalina is currently a ぬA conference school and is being scheduled for the next two year block against ぬA and にA schools┻ Once University is accepted for its own charter┸ they will be a ねA school based upon enrollment┹ there would be quite an inequity with that much enrollment to participate against schools with a much lower enrollment┻  The AIA Executive Board would never allow them to compete at the ぬA level because championships are at stake┻  So being unable to fulfill Catalina╆s old schedule┸ University would have to opt for an independent schedule with no opportunities to vie for region or conference championships but could have avenues for individual sports ゅi┻e┻ golf┸ tennis┸ swimming┸ wrestling┸ track┸ cross countryょ to the State tournament┸ However it would be a very difficult one for team sports to advance to State ゅi┻e┻ football┸ volleyball┸ basketball┸ soccer┸ baseball┸ softballょ┸ during those two years┻ The following sports would struggle under the combination of Rincon and Catalina Students┸ based upon current participation numbers┻  See Extra Curricular Participation Comparison┻  Boys and Girls Cross Country currently has ね boys and の girls at the combined schools┸ girls╆ golf ゅにょ┸ boys swim ゅのょ┸ JV softball ゅひょ┸ and girls track ゅなどょ and boys tennis ゅねょ┻ University will have difficulties fielding team in 
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football ゅにぬょ at all three levels┸ spirit line ゅぱょ┸ and wrestling ゅぱょ┻ In order to promote these sports and increase the interest there may be a cost in the advertisements┻  
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ぬ┻ Interscholastics Office and Community Transition Program 

Relocation Accessing the cost of moving both programs that are  currently housed on the Catalina campus would require first of all looking at the current space and what space is needed to effectively run these programs┸ then the cost of moving existing furniture┸ file cabinets┸ copiers┸ computers and printers┻ The district operations department and the technology could do the majority of the work needed but we have to look at man hours to complete this project┻  It is very difficult to determine in time what this project would take┻ The biggest obstacle for both the Interscholastics and Community Transition programs is the space needed at Rincon┻ Currently Interscholastics utilizes four offices for employees and a receiving area or lobby for parents and other community members to wait for appointments┻ These offices are next to each other because of the collaboration that each of us needs with one another to best serve our constituents┻ There also must be enough space to hold なな four┽drawer filing cabinets┸ two large copiers and a receptionist desk┻ Due to the number of meetings held with coaches and state representatives┸ we have a にど X にどft conference room that would need to be provided at Rincon┻   Finally┸ for the Interscholastics Office we have a large equipment room which stores equipment for all of our elementary and middle school┻ Currently we are using an unused classroom to store the equipment┻ The Community Transition Program currently uses four offices┸ one for the director and three employees┻ They are currently using Interscholastics printers and copiers and the conference room┸ all of 
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which are vital to their program┻ If the Community Transition Program is separated from the Interscholastics Office┸ the following will have to be considered┺ Relocation Costs for Exceptional Education╆s Community Transition Programs from Catalina High School Interscholastics Office to Rincon【University High School Campus┻ 

  
ね┻ Recommendation Both the Interscholastics Office and The Community Transition Program have been housed in this annex since the mid┽なひぱどs┻ Neither program has interfered with the day┽to┽day operation of the Catalina campus┹ even during its high enrollment period┻ If the proposed move is made to bring University High onto the Catalina campus┸ it should not affect what we do in the annex nor will it interfere with 
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University High campus life or activities┻ There is not enough space at the Rincon campus to accommodate one of us┸ let alone both programs┻ Moving either of the programs to Rincon would certainly create space issues and would be an unnecessary cost to move┻ If the thought is to move these two departments onto a school campus┸ why then could not that campus┸ be University╂ I strongly recommend that both the Interscholastics Office and The Community Transition Program remain on the current Catalina campus┻   Upon request┸ a full scope of what it would cost University High to operate independently in the area of interscholastics could be provided to include uniforms┸ equipment┸ facilities┸ AIA charter┸ and coaching staffs┹ some of which was provided in this report┻  
G┻ JTED and CTE 

な┻ Culinary Arts Program This section is based on the construction of a new culinary program in two current rooms at Rincon High School totaling ね┸なぱは square feet┻  After conversation with facilities staff it was determined that to relocate the current kitchen at Catalina would not be as cost effective as modifying two existing rooms at Rincon┻  
aょ Student Participation Currently Catalina has なひね students as part of their SY なば┻なぱ program┸ はぱ intermediate【advanced and などば beginning┻ Based on historic numbers from prior student registration we anticipate that these numbers would hold true for SY なぱ┻なひ and beyond┻ 
bょ Location 
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At this time┸ Rincon does have the necessary space to build an institutional kitchen and possible dining area┻ Classrooms T┽に and T┽ぬ located in the technology building would need extensive modifications to support a culinary program┻ 
cょ Estimated Cost The estimated cost would be between ｕののど┸どどど and ｕはどど┸どどど plus なのガ contingency┻  This would include all necessary equipment┸ architecture┸ project management┸ room modifications┸ equipment transfer and licensure┻  As with any construction projects that occur within existing TUSD structures it is impossible to gauge what might be found after the project begins┻  This could lead to change orders and additional costs beyond the included なのガ contingency┻ 

 Areas of concern that could lead to further cost┺ 
o Electrical upgrades 
o Plumbing upgrades 
o Gas Service location 
o Roof Structure ゅHoodょ 
o Asbestos Abatement 
o Internet Upgrades   

dょ Time Frame Taking into account design┸ bid process┸ construction and unforeseen issues I would anticipate between six to eight months from start to finish completing this project┻ 
eょ Variables There are a few variables that would affect this project if the decision to move forward were made┻ To meet the tight time frame needed for completion we could 
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not wait until the end of a current school year to begin┻ Classroom space is currently an issue at Rincon【UHS┹ this project would entail displacing teachers and students during the construction period┻  
に┻ Construction Program This section concerns the transfer of the Construction Technologies program at Catalina High School to Rincon High School 

aょ Student Participation Currently Catalina has ぱど students as part of their SY なば┻なぱ program┸ にの intermediate【advanced and のの beginning┻  With the addition of Rincon students┸ we do anticipate an increase in enrollment┻ 
bょ Location At this time┸ Rincon does not have the necessary space to build a construction classroom and shops that would compare to what exists at Catalina┻  Catalina currently has a large construction area┸ sheet metal shop┸ and classroom totaling close to ね┸どどど square feet┻  It also has an outdoor covered patio of about ばぱど square feet┻ 
cょ Estimated Cost Cost is difficult to estimate due to Rincon not having an existing space to move the program to┻  If space were available┸ estimated cost would be between ｕはどど┸どどど and ｕはのど┸どどど plus なのガ contingency┻  This would include all necessary equipment┸ architecture┸ project management┸ room modifications and equipment transfer┻  As with any construction projects that occur within existing TUSD structures it is impossible to gauge what might be found after the project begins┻  
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This could lead to change orders and additional costs beyond the included なのガ contingency┻  
 Areas of concern that could increase cost┺ 

o Electrical upgrades 
o Plumbing upgrades 
o Asbestos Abatement 
o Internet Upgrades 
o Transfer of Equipment from Catalina to Rincon   

dょ New Construction Using an example of a は┸どどど square foot facility at a cost of ｕななひ┻どど per square foot the cost of construction would be approximately ｕばなば┸ぱのに plus なのガ contingency┻  This estimate does not take into consideration the cost of architectural┸ project management┸ technology or the transfer and installation of any current equipment and supplies from Catalina to Rincon┻ 
eょ Time Frame Taking into account that there is no existing structure as well as architectural design┸ bid process┸ construction and unforeseen issues┸ I would anticipate between eight to なに months from start to finish completing this project┻  

H┻ Exceptional Education at Catalina This analysis is designed to identify the most significant impacts on the potential consolidation of the Exceptional Education Program at Catalina High School with the Exceptional Education Program at Rincon High School┻  The analysis is based on current にどなば┽にどなぱ school year data┸ reflecting the current programs at 
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each school site┻  Predicted impacts are based on current Exceptional Education student population requirements┸ keeping in mind that conditions at the new consolidated program is likely to change over time based on both fluctuations in student population and student needs┻  A cursory examination of the past five years indicates a fairly consistent Exceptional Education program requirement at each school┻   This analysis assumes that there are other departments examining the implications for the desegregation plan on this potential merger┻    Importantly┸ the requirements of the Individuals with Disabilities 

Education Act ゅIDEA┽ the federal regulation governing special education requirements in the public school systemょ remain the same irrespective of program location or consolidation. Major Area of Consideration include┺ 
 Integration of the total Exceptional Education student population into the overall school population 
 Staff implications ゅincluding certified┸ classified┸ itinerantょ 
 Required facility accommodations 
 Transportation implications 
 Implications for staff training and professional development  

な┻ Student Population The potential combined exceptional education program currently includes ぬばど students ゅなばに from Catalina and なひぱ from Rinconょ┻  This constitutes slightly over になガ of the total student population after consolidation┻  Rincon High School currently has four self┽contained programs ゅapproximately のど of their なひぱ studentsょ┸ including three specialized programs for children with Autism and one 
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specialized program for children with Emotional Disabilities┻  Catalina High School currently has seven self┽contained programs ゅapproximately ぱの of their なばに studentsょ┸ including one specialized program for children with Autism┸ one specialized program for children with Emotional Disabilities┸ one specialized program for children with Multiple Disabilities ゅSevere and Profoundょ┸ and ね specialized programs for children with Intellectual Disabilities┻  For the にどなぱ┽にどなひ school year┸ this analysis presumes that the self┽contained programs of each school site will continue┻    However┸ there are differences in the Catalina and Rincon exceptional education program structures ゅfor students served both through self┽contained and through resource or inclusion environmentsょ that would have to be accommodated in the にどなぱ┽にどなひ school year┻  For instance┸ Rincon High School is further along in their inclusion model than is the current Catalina program┻  Presumably┸ the current teaching assignments┸ given those differences┸ could be impacted┻ 
に┻ Staff Implications The staff implications resulting from a possible consolidation include practical considerations such as parking ゅe┻g┻ at least はね parking spaces would be needed for a merged Exceptional Education staff┽ teachers and paraprofessionals aloneょ┸ time clocks┸ and workstations┻  Any unique staff needs ゅe┻g┻ ADA related requirements┸ etceteraょ would also have to be addressed through Human Resources and a consolidated site administrative team┻  In addition┸ additional office space could be required for itinerant staff workstations┻ 
ぬ┻ Facilities The facilities needs of many students served through exceptional education exceed those of the general population┻  For example┸ are there sufficient adapted 
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bathroom facilities available that would be large enough ゅe┻g┻ など╆ by なに╆ょ to accommodate hydraulic changing tables and Hoyer lifts╂  Elevated arm rests and grab bars would need to be installed in these bathroom facilities┻  There is a need for at least two such modified bathrooms on campus to serve the number of students who require this support ゅcurrently nine studentsょ┻  In addition┸ it would be critical for these bathrooms to be easily accessible for staff and students in order to ensure safety and limit loss of instructional time┻   In addition┸ equipment such as multiple OT ゅOccupational Therapyょ mat tables┸ gait trainers┸ walkers┸ standers┸ washers and dryers and kitchen supplies would need to be moved from Catalina to Rincon with the following implications┺ 
 Classroom size【space at Rincon sufficient to accommodate such equipment without impeding instructional space┹ 
 Accessible storage space for this equipment that is safe and secure ゅno risk of loss or damageょ┹  Additional facility considerations would include┺ 
 Sufficient cafeteria space to accommodate nine students who use wheelchairs┻ 
 Sufficient kitchen workspace for students to continue their IEP┽ driven transition and living skills coursework ゅばギ programs【 ぱど studentsょ┻  
 にな sufficiently large┸ fully integrated Exceptional Education classrooms ゅnot segregated from broader general education classroom locationsょ┻ 
 Electrical and network outlet drops to accommodate teacher workstations┸ student workstations┸ and IEP┽outlined Assistive Technology ゅA【Tょ devices ゅin classroomsょ┻ 
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 Safe space to clean and store tube feeding supplies┸ catheterization supplies┸ diapers┸ and adapted eating utensils with access to hot water for sterilization┻ 
 Safe space for wheelchairs when students are not using them ゅe┻g┻ using mat tables┸ gait trainers┸ etceteraょ┻  
 ね additional offices ゅaside from current Exceptional Education office at Rinconょ to mirror accommodations for Community Transition Program いCTPう ゅcurrently housed at Catalinaょ with Ethernet ports and Wi┽Fi access sufficiently large enough to accommodate multiple office desks and file cabinets┻ 
 Secure storage space for CTP and TSW ゅTransition from School to Work IGAょ office supplies┸ materials and equipment┻ 
 Additional conference room ゅbeyond current conference room in Exceptional Education officeょ large enough to hold にの people plus office furniture┽ equipped with Smart Board or Promethean Screen┸ projector and speakers┻ 
 Accessible space for additional networked copier┸ document scanner and three printers ゅCTPょ┻  

ね┻ Transportation The specialized transportation requirements at a consolidated site are expected to remain the same┻  However┸ the travel time for students will change┸ affecting families and affecting the broader TUSD transportation budget and system┻  In addition┸ the bus bay at Rincon High School would likely need to be shifted to an alternate location adjacent to the school site in order to accommodate the increased 
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number of specialized buses arriving and departing the location┻  Compared to current arrival【departure requirements at Rincon High School┸ the にどなぱ┽にどなひ school year ゅwith a consolidated siteょ could be expected to triple in activity volume┻  The space needed for parent drop┽off and pick┽up┸ as well as HandiCar drop┽off and pick┽up would also be expected to increase significantly over the current allocation【provision┻  And┸ one additional consideration could be for additional funding for city bus transportation for Community┽Based Instruction and On the Job Training activities that are currently conducted out of Catalina High School and do not require a transfer┸ where a Rincon departure location could require bus transfers┻ 
の┻ Staff Training As a result of the difference between the more inclusive education model at Rincon High School and the more resource┽focused model at Catalina High School┸ staff training and professional development of a consolidated staff would need to take place┻  The focus of this specific training and staff development is a merging of those two models in a compatible┸ organized┸ systematic school culture┻  This could affect the co┽teaching model and have implications for IEP compliance if not accomplished swiftly and properly┻ In conclusion┸ consolidation of these two high schools into one combined site must involve the consideration of a number of factors as it pertains to exceptional education programs┺ 

 Student population 
 Staff requirements 
 Facility requirements 
 Transportation implications 
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 Training needs These are all issues that would need to be addressed as part of the overall consolidation analysis and the it would be prudent for the concerns identified above to be mediated before the beginning of the にどなぱ┽にどなひ school year in order to ensure provision of services and an effective transition for students served through Exceptional Education┻  

 
 

I┻ Fine Arts The division of personnel┸ equipment┸ club accounts┸ music and instruments is a complex one but with the assistance of records and inventory maintained by TUSD Fine Arts in collaboration with school Fine Arts staff┸ certainly one that can be accomplished efficiently and fairly┻ The Rincon【University HS and Catalina HS Fine Arts Departments are recognized for high quality instruction┸ experiences with multicultural arts genres and historical periods┸ creative exploration┸ diverse methodologies┸ and innovative curriculum for students who view the arts as a professional vocation or an avocation 
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to continue following graduation┻ Attached is a chart that outlines major areas that should be considered when relocating these schools┻ FTE for each school would need to be increased to meet the diverse needs of the students and allow for teachers from all campuses the opportunity to apply for opened positions┻ Instruments are the property of TUSD and would be divided based on enrollment and requirements of each program┻ Additional funds would be necessary to fully equip the combined RHS【CHS needs as well as UHS┻ Note┺ Some instruments have been purchased through Booster Funds as well as individual donors┻ If documented┸ those instruments should go to the school in which these students will or have attended┻ The RUHS band uniforms were purchased SY にどなは┽にどなば as a result of the re┽establishment of uniform replacement funds┻ Immediately the jackets would have to be purchased to remove the combined logo ゅRUHSょ┻ Note┺ School colors should be discussed between the three schools┻ This may impact the gowns and tuxedos purchased for choir ゅoften wearing gowns reflecting school colors and perhaps orchestra ゅoften wearing black and whiteょ┻  Music and Theatrical scripts require the assistance of the performing arts teachers to separate as some literature has been purchased by individual teachers┸ donors or tax credit funds┻  Music stands would be required to complete the instrumental programs ゅに racks for each schoolょ┻  Registration Fees for Music Festivals【Competitions ゅCo┽curricular and Extracurricularょ are currently paid as one fee for RUHS┻ This new alignment would require the funds be paid separately for UHS and RHS【CHS┻ 
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Booster Club Funds and Tax Credits need careful consideration and may require the assistance not only of the schools involved but also Student Finance experts┻ Clear communication with those contributing to the funds would be necessary┻ Transportation and Rental Trucks used to transport students┸ uniforms┸ equipment┸ and instruments for football games and festivals will be established for each school based on each school╆s performance schedule┻ Theatre Arts equipment including props developed by the schools┸ tools┸ platforms┸ portable lighting┸ sound equipment should be inventoried and assigned based on the schools who originally purchased these items┻  Visual Arts にD and ぬD equipment ゅkilns┸ drawing tables┸ wheels┸ easels┸ cabinets┸ display panels┸ etc┻ょ and supplies ゅpaint┸ clay┸ paper┸ etc┻ょ will require inventory and division between programs established at each school┻  Auditoriums facilities were updated during the previous Bond passage┻ RHS in particular should have a complete review of its facilities to align with safety and technical requirements┻   Auditorium lighting and sound requires a review to assure all safety and technical requirements are addressed┻ The Stage Manager at each school will be of great assistance┻   
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J┻ Communications 

な┻ Marketing and Transition Costs The costs of marketing and communicating campus changes at University High School┸ Rincon High School and Catalina High School fall into three categories┺  
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 Basic necessities┸ such as stationary┸ business cards┸ rack cards and brochures┽┽essentially anything that has the names of the schools and addresses┹  
 Enrollment initiatives for each school┹  
 Any community┽wide advertising such as television┸ radio and digital delivery that the District may wish to do┻   The District also has communication channels that do not have direct costs that we would use to deliver messaging┻ These include our website┸ social media channels┸ media releases and Parentlink┻ 

に┻ Direct Cost Estimates Below are estimates for the items that would have a direct cost┺  
 Printed materials such as rack cards┸ brochures┸ stationary┸ business cards┸ pull┽up banners┸ etc┻┸ for each school┺ ｕば┸どどど 
 Campaign and info session for parents┺ Direct mailing of postcards to community informing of changes┸ invitations to info sessions┺ ｕば┸どどど 
 Television advertising┺ ｕは┸どどど ゅthis is variable┸ depending on how many times we would want television commercials to runょ 
 Radio advertising┺ ｕね┸どどど ゅthis is variable┸ depending on how many times we would want television commercials to runょ 
 Digital advertising ゅGeo┽trackingょ┺ ｕは┸のどど  

K┻ Special Populations 

な┻ ELD Students Catalina HS has a total school population of ばばば students┸ and ぬぬは of these students ゅねぬガょ are PHLOTE ゅPrimary or Home Language Other than Englishょ 
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students┻  ゅPHLOTE students are those students whose TUSD registration form indicates a language other than English in the student╆s home┻ょ  Rincon HS has a total school population of な┸どばね students┸ and ねのば of these students ゅねぬガょ are also PHLOTE students┻   Catalina HS has a population of ななぱ English Language Learners ゅELLsょ which is なのガ of the total school population┻ This number includes English Language Learners who are also exceptional education students┻  In addition┸ there are なば ELL students whose parents have requested that their students be withdrawn from the ELD program ゅPAR┽WD Studentsょ┻  These students are still ELLs and are tested every year on the Arizona English Language Learner Assessment ゅAZELLAょ┻  Rincon HS has a population of ぱば English Language Learners ゅELLsょ which is ぱガ of the total school population┻ This number also includes English Language Learners who are also exceptional education students┻  In addition┸ there are なね ELL students whose parents have requested that their students be withdrawn from the ELD program ゅPAR┽WD Studentsょ┻   Catalina HS and Rincon HS each have ね fulltime ゅね┻ど FTEょ ELD teachers teaching にど sections of ELD plus a な┻ど FTE to fund の sections of sheltered math┻  In addition┸ each school has one fulltime ゅな┻ど FTEょ certified ELL Coordinator to fulfill the duties necessary to make sure the school is in compliance with state and federal law┻    The chart below shows the ELD and sheltered math classes at each of the schools for the なば┽なぱ school year┺ 
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  If Catalina and Rincon were combined today┸ the number of students would be as follows┺ 
 Combined お of PHLOTE Students ‒ばひぬ ゅねぬガ of schoolょ 
 Combined major PHLOTE languages ゅother than Englishょ 

o Spanish ‒ ねなな Students 
o Arabic ‒ ばひ Students 
o Somali ‒ ぬぱ Students 
o Swahili ‒ ぬば Students 
o Kirundi【Kinyarwanda【French ‒ にひ Students 
o Marshallese ‒ なは Students 

 Combined お of English Language Learners ゅincluding exceptional education ELLsょ  ‒ にどの  ゅななガ of schoolょ  
 Combined お of Students who have been Withdrawn by Parent Request from the ELD Program ゅPAR┽WDょ ‒ ぬな 

aょ Advantages There are several advantages to combining the two ELD programs┻  There would be more flexibility for student placement and for teacher assignment┻  By offering more sections of ELD┸ we would increase the probability of providing teachers with three preps or fewer┻  Right now most of the ELD teachers have four 
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to five different preps┻  Teachers would also be able to specialize in the level【area of ELD instruction┻  To help alleviate the problem of brand new students arriving midyear┸ we could offer なst semester ELD I classes second semester┻  We would also be able to concentrate our focus on training the teachers onsite and to consolidate the ELD materials for the students┻ 
bょ Concerns Our only major concern with concentrating a large number of ELLs at one school is the AZ Merit testing┻  ELLs by definition are not proficient in English┸ and there is a very low probability of them passing the English Language Arts AZ Merit Test┸ which could directly affect Rincon╆s letter grade┻ 
cょ Recommendations for a Combined ELD Program at 

Rincon High School 

 Combine the two existing ELD programs into one program consisting of┺ 
o ぱ ELD Teachers ゅぱ┻ど FTEょ for ねど ELD sections 
o に Sheltered Math Teachers ゅに┻ど FTEょ for など sections of sheltered math 
o に Certified ELL Coordinators ゅに┻ど FTEょ to handle PHLOTE【ELL compliance at the school 

 Locate the ELD classes in close proximity of each other 
 Transfer the current ELD and sheltered math teachers and the Catalina ELL Coordinator to Rincon in order to provide a stable environment for the Catalina ELLs┻ 
 Due to the increased number of refugee students┸ provide a fulltime┽dedicated counselor to deal with the social【emotional issues that these students bring┻ 
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 Schedule ぬ of the district╆s current Student Language Specialists fulltime at Rincon in order to register refugee students┸ to interpret for the parents┸ to support the SIFE ゅStudents with Interrupted Formal Educationょ students in their content areas and to provide after school tutoring for ELLs┻ 
o な┽Arabic┽Speaker 
o な┽Swahili【French【Kirundi【Kinyarwanda┽Speaker 
o な┽Somali┽speaker  

dょ Cost The only additional cost would be to hire the recommended fulltime ゅな┻ど FTEょ ELL dedicated counselor ゅｕぬひ┸はどどょ┻  The current Catalina certified staff serving ELLs ゅね┻ど FTEs for ELD┸ な┻ど FTE for Sheltered Math ┃ な┻ど FTE for ELL Coordinatorょ would be moved to Rincon┸ and there will not be an additional cost to the district┻   There should be no additional cost to move Catalina╆s ELD program to Rincon above and beyond the cost for moving the other mainstream classrooms to Rincon┻  Transportation costs for ELL students would also be the same as they are for transporting the other Catalina neighborhood students to Rincon┻   
に┻ Refugee Students 

aょ Social┸ Economic┸ and Emotional issues and concerns  

 Transportation 
o Impact on students who currently walk to school┻  Travel time to a new school┻  
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o Safety issues┺ During the winter months┸ families are concerned about the fact that their daughterゅsょ may have to leave for school early in the morning┸ and return home later in the evening when it is dark┻  
 Students 

o May lose students to Amphitheater School District┻  Amphi HS is closer than Rincon HS for many families┻ 
o Most of the Refugee students attending Catalina HS have limited opportunity to attend UHS due to language barriers and UHS enrollment requirements┻   

 ELD classes  
o Will TUSD hire qualified ELD teaches for the possible growth in ELD students attending Rincon HS or other TUSD HS╂  

 Housing 
o Families living near Catalina may choose to move closer to Amphi┻  Many families prefer to be close to the school and will live in areas that are affordable┻  i┻ Limited time to move out and find a new place to live┻ ii┻ Extra hardship on families from lower social economic status┻  
o Families might move to Amphitheater neighborhood community because of affordable housing and easier transportation ゅex┻ な city bus route to get to Amphi HSょ┻ 

bょ Support by District  
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 District needs to identify issues and concerns of refugee families and students┻  
o Provide new transportation system for students┻ 
o Provide school buses┻   

 Parent Forum with interpreters┻ 
o Hear concerns┸ issues┸ and feedback┻  
o Send letters in their home languages to raise awareness of the impact of UHS move┻ 
o Provide a parent link in multiple languages regarding upcoming forums or updates on the move┻  APASS【Refugee Services staff will assist and work with the communications office ゅLanguage Acquisition should be involved as wellょ┻  

ぬ┻ Foster Students ESSA now requires LEA╆s to disaggregate performance data of foster students┸ classified as ╉Neglected or Delinquent╊ in the SIS┻ Previously under NCLB┸ foster students were categorized as McKinney┽Vento┻ As of November は┸ にどなば┸ there are なばね active K┽なに foster students enrolled at TUSD schools┻ Of those┸ ねな are enrolled at TUSD high schools┻ The table below reflects current foster student enrollment for grades ひ┽なに┻ 
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な┻ Concerns regarding foster student population┺ 

 Foster students already at highest risk for adverse educational and social outcomes┹ including graduation┸ academic achievement and adjudication impacts 
 Displacement of seven foster students currently enrolled at Catalina reinforces their at┽risk demographics 
 Two of ten Rincon foster students would no longer be able to participate in their current UHS Fine Arts classes 
 Highest number of foster students would be concentrated at a single Catalina┽Rincon campus 
 Potential implications to performance ratings under ESSA with newly disaggregated data for foster students 
 Incremental site costs for student support services at combined campus 
 Associated transportation costs┻ 
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に┻ Opportunities for our Foster Students┺ 

 Potential cost savings by shifting student services from two campuses to one campus┻  
L┻ Translation Effects on Catalina Programs  

ね┻ Mexican American Student Services  During September of にどなば┸ the Mexican American Student Services Department relocated its office from the Wakefield Family Resource Center to the Catalina Family Resource Center┻ This move was intended to improve MASSD engagement with students and families at Catalina High School while promoting the Catalina Family Resource Center╆s services┻  The Catalina Family Resource Center provides a collaborative space for the following TUSD Departments and Programs┺ Family ┃ Community Outreach┸ Mexican American Student Services┸ Drop Out Prevention┸ Asian Pacific American Student Services and Refugee Services┸ and Student Services Behavior Specialist Team┻ This collaboration empowers students and families to promote academic achievement┻ Finding similar space and facilities to accommodate this collaboration of departments must be considered in any plans for a UHS move┻ Additional costs would occur if MASSD moved to another site┻ These include the costs of printing department promotional materials┸ business cards┸ and work orders for technology and facilities to transfer the working spaces of personnel┻ With a move to Rincon as the department site┸ additional costs would include transportation for students and families to attend parent events hosted at the new site in order to accommodate the needs of the Catalina community┻ The loss of 
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student enrollment should also be considered as some families may opt to enroll students in a neighboring school district closer to the existing Catalina High School boundaries┻  
M┻ Miscellaneous 

の┻ Refugee【APASS Student Services  The District moved the Refugee services department to Catalina specifically to serve the high┽level of refugee students and families┻  If Catalina students moved to Rincon┸ Refugee services would recommend moving its offices to Catalina【Rincon to continue to serve those students and families┸ and providing additional transportation options for neighborhood families to access services at the new location ゅshuttles┸ bus passes┸ etc┻ょ┻ 
 

Refugee【APASS Student Services space at Catalina な room that holds shoes┸ uniforms┸ socks┸ backpacks and school supplies for refugee students┻ ね small rooms┺ な for Director【Program Coordinator    な for Administrative Assistant    な for Language Support Specialist    な for Supply【break room 
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